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THROTTLING

DEMOCRATS WITHOUT RESULT
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PLATFORM 15

REBELLION

EST EVER MADE

Federal Troops Getting Be- Bryan Himself Says So and
Has Not Advocated in Favor But Doe's Not Get Majority, Interstate Commerce Com- Rather Difficult
Task for Democratic Bosses at Baltimore
Much
Less
Needed
mission
the
Decides
of Las Vegas Sporting
tween Rebels and AmerHe Ought to Know for
Against
to Conciliate Diametrically Divergent Political TheoElement
Santa Fe System
ican Border
He Wrote It
ries; But Tom Taggart, Murphy and Sullivan
Are In Control.
ANOTHER INSURANCE COKMIiSON TRAILS POOR SECGNO SCORES DENVER 5 RIO GRANDE
HUGH ON JUAREZ BEGINS READY PGR THE CANDIDATE
Two-Third- s

Disciples
Roll

of Blackstone

Sign New York's Vote Places Har- Present Coal Car Distribution
mon Third, While Underwood
and Rates in the West
Was Fourth.

(By Special Leased

as Members of New
Mexico Bar-

-

Governor McDonald left

over

(he (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

(

Santa Fe this icoming fur Clayton, j
vhere he will be the guest of thej

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Washington, D. C., June 2S. In a

case brought by the traffic bureau of
FIRST BALLOT.
N the Sioux City Commercial Club, the
town tomorrow and will be feasted i
728.
interstate commerce commission
Necessary to ehoL-eand banqueted.
Governor McDonald
Clark
reduced freight charges on yellow
410
of course, is intensely interested in!
Wilson
324
pine lumber from points in Arkansas,
the Baltimore convention and watched
Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas to
lis
the bulletins until late last night, and j1 Harmon
Sioux City and similarly situated desVuderwood
117
early this morning was asking forj
tinations from 30 cents to 2S cents a
31
Marshall
further news. He has been somewhat
hundred pounds.
Baldwin
22
annoyed by the reports that have
D. & R. G. and A. T. & S. F. Scored.
2
Snlzer
gone out that he has washed his
Sharply criticizing the practises of
1
Bryan
hands entirely of all responsibility for
the Denver & Rio Grande respecting
St
the status of conditions in Las Vegas
the distribution of its coal car equipon July 4, during the prizefight. It is
ment, the interstate commerce com- far from his intention to deliver the
mission today deciued the case of the
A Tumultuous Night.
men and the
community to
Consolidated Fuel Company against
Convention Hall, Baltimoie,
Md., the
prizefight element, even though lie
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
a.
S:17
After
a
in.
tumultuous railroad and
does keep his hands off the prizefiglit
other carriers in favor of
of
wild clamor for candidates as
itself, providing law and order are night
the complainant.
were
in
named
nominatthey
flowery
is
observed.
in close
He
The present relation of rates on coal
keeping
touch with the situation and has sur- ing speeches, a ballot was taken re- to destinations in Idaho,
Montana.
in
no
not
of
the
choice,
any
rendered no perogative or responsibil- sulting
Washington and Oregon were held to
a
candidates
receiving
majority, much be unduly
ity.
discriminatory as between
less the
necessary.
the Utah and Rock Springs fields, am:
Another Insurance Co.
Class
Hatred.
Stirring Up
the differential against l"t;ih coal was
The Amicable Life Insurance ComThe convention was called to order reduced to 25 cents
a to... The railpany of Waco, Texas, was yesterday at
8:13 p. m., and after an appeal of roads
were ordered
to establish
admitted to transact business in
to class hatred, the convention
through routes and joint rates from
The company had on Decem- Bryan
all
resolutions
adopted
commanding
the t'tah mines to all points taking
ber 31, 1911, a paid up cash capital of
slaves of the "interes'ts" to withdraw such rates from the Rock
and a surplus of $3S2,889.49.
Springs
their names as nominees for the presi- mines.
Attorneys Sign the Roll.
This
resolution
forced
dency.
through,
John C. Lewis of Albuquerque and
William n. Pistole of Artesia, attor- Bryan declared victoriously: "Now we
will name a progressive candidate on
neys signed the roll in the office of the a
CUBAN
progressive platform!"
clerk of the supreme court and took
Wilson Gets Biggest Applause.
the oath of office as attorneys. They
At 10:52 j). m., a motion was passed!
will be formally admitted as members
to continue the session until after the?
of the state bar when the court meets
KILLED
in next regular session. Both were ad- first ballot and the all night session
each state being called to prebegan,
mitted without examination
having
its candidate for the presidency,
certificates of practice from other sent
and the various candidates being With the Death of General
states. Both are now practicing under nominated
with flowery speeches that
temporary certificates.
Estenoz the Insurrection
led to one wild demonstration after
Testing Salary Question,
another.
Collapses
For the purpose of determining
A wild demonstration for Clark was
whether or not that official has the followed
by a greater one for Wilson
right under the regime inaugurate", Minor demonstrations followed
BELLAGO
to
collect
statehood
his four per Harmon, Baldwin, Marshall and SlTHE BATTLE AT
by
cent commission on taxes collected, derwood. The balloting
started at
action has been brought
against 6:42 a. in. and had the above result.
County Treasurer and Collector
wnen tnis was announced a recess Government Troop? Win Signal
Romero by District Attuny was taken.
Victory and Oriente Is
Charles W. G. Ward at Las Veg is
Quiet AgainMr. Ward seeks to have Mr. Ronero BRYAN DECLARES HE WON
commisfrom
enjoined
collecting any
GREAT MORAL VICTORY.
'ty Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
sions.
Santiago, Cuba, June 2S. General
Four Passed Bar Examinations.
Underwood and Harmon
Eliminated Evaristo Estenoz. the rebel lpnrlpr nml
Out of some eighteen applicants for
and Interests Given Death Blow
jloO insurgents, were killed in a battle;
examination for admission to the bar,
ar. Vega Bellaeo, six miles from Micara,
By Resolution.
examilour successfully passed the
'
in the vicinity of Sengo by govern-- !
nation, according to the announcement (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican! ment
tl.00))g under comnland of Lieu .j
made today by Jose D. Sena, clerk of
Baltimore, Md., June 28. William J. (tenant de la Terre vesterdav.
The!
the supreme court. Some of the ap- Bryan had no word to say today
on:dea(i ilu.u,de probablv also General1
not
did
examination.
take
the
plicants
the first presidential ballot at the
jVOneti, whose body, however,1
The four who were successful are Mil- timore 'onvention. After the adjourn-- j
has not been found.
ton John Helmic of Socorro; Robert ment of the
session, the N.- -j
Estenoz's body arrived here todav.
L. Hitt of Willard; Walter A. Jones braskan hurried to his hotel where he:Great
crovvds lined tne srreetg ag the
and George S. Downer of Roswell.
retired for a needed rest. He
was taken to tne niiii(ary bar.j
ed that the delegates
already hadlrack8 where ,t wH, lie exposed t0 thei
LAS VEGAS FILLING UP
spoken their mind against Underwood jmlblic vjew lmtil buria
WITH FIGHT FANS. and Harmon but was noncommittal as
Will Finish Up Job Quickly.
to whether his choice was Clark or
Havana, Cuba, June 2S Genera)
Johnson Offers $200 to Any Man Who Wilson, although he added that he bad
of the
Monteagudo, commander-in-chie- f
Will Stand Up Two Rounds
voted for Clark.
government forces, teleern nliprl tnilav
Mr. Bryan believes
With Him.
that- - he has tnat tnp Mth n.
r.xitn'
(By Special Leased WSie ;o New Mexlcanl achieved a great moral victory in se- - tlle rebel t!a(jer puts ;in pn(J ,Q
Las Vegas, N. M., June 28. Activity curing the passage of his Morgan-Ryan- r;pjlA,.nI
rf
nntonvuln ov.
in the training camps of Jack Johnson Belmont resolution, which was hurled
confidence that he will have
presses
bomb-sheand Jim Flynn today conformed with into the convention like a
the whole province of Oriente pacified
plans to put the finishing touches on last night. Over the breakfast table, within two days.
the principals in the ring battle for the Mr. Bryan talked freely of the resoluThousands View Remains.
world's heavyweight championship on tion.
When asked what the effect
Santiago, Cuba, June 28. General
4.
would
he
With the big event only six
be,
July
replied: "You wait, for Estenoz was killed by Lieutenant de
days away, Johnson is being groomed a week. There never has been such la Torre himself with a shot in the
to enter the ring at 212 pounds, and an alignment of a political
party head from a revolver. General
the Pueblo fireman is hovering around against any interest. Just see the vote
horse covered with blood, was
the 194 mark. Yesterday was a day that was cast for the resolution."
found on the field of battle. His sword
of comparative idleness in the Flynn
not
nullified
resolution
the
"Is
by and revolver also were picked up. It
camp, the Puebloan contenting himseltthe elimination of the last clause,
is now believed General Ivonet esa twelve mile road run in the; mantling the withdrawal of any dele- caped, but his capture is expected at
afternoon. Today, Flynn resumed his gates representing the
any moment. There is great rejoicing
routine of gymnasium and road work
interests?"
ir. the city over the defeat of the rewith a stiff boxing program scheduled
"No," replied Mr. Bryan with em- bels. Thousands of people flocked to
for late today. The Johnson camp phasis. "The last clause was merely the barracks
throughout the morning
promised to be the mecca for fight fans putting into effect the first clause. to see the body of General Estenoz.
today and Saturday, Johnson having When before in any convention have
announced that he would give $200 to we had such men named?"
FIVE BADLY BURNED
"What did you think of Virginia's
any aspiring heavyweight who would
IN LOUISVILLE FIRE.
survive a two round bout with him. vote in favor of this resolution? There
Advance reservations indicate that were 23
vote
votes for it and
the arena, which seats 17,150 will be against it. And Thomas F. Ryan was Homeless Woman and Chauffeur Charred to Crisp and Journalist
filled to capacity July 4. With the sitting in the delegation.
Fatally Injured.
delesix
resolution
has
made
the
"This
Las
fight only
days away
Vegas is
filling rapidly with the advance guard gates get in line. Those who nomiLeased Wire to Naw Mexican)
of fight fans.
nated a reactionary after passing the (By Special
Louisville, Ky., June 28. Two perPostage stamps still are selling at resolution would never dare go home sons were killed
and three seriously-hur- t
2c each but otherwise prices have tak- if they lived west of the Allegheny
in a fire that attacked a second
en a Jump.
mountains.
floor dormitory in a business building
The convention has gone on recJohnson today finds himself handihere early today. One of the victims
capped In his final training for the ord."
was a homeless woman, believed to be
fight by a lack of sparring partners.
Bryan Is Nettled.
Mrs. Daisy Carter of Evansville, Ind.
George DeBray has a wrenched knee;
An inquiry whether he would sup Last night, she appealed at the dorMarty Cutler cannot stand the wear nort. a rpantinnnrv ennflidntp oppmpri
mitory for shelter. It was given. This
and tear of ten rounds daily which to nettle Mr
h(J gaye no morning her charred body was found
and
Bryan
Johnson says he needs to get into definite
answer.
in the kitchen of the burned apartproper shape, and Rastus Respress is
"Mr. Bryan, it has been suggested ment.
too badly battered to give the chamamong de'egates
The other person cremated was
that conditions
pion enough work. In lieu of sparring
Johnson Is doing long stretches of might arise that would cause you to Cromey Vannort, a chauffeur. Of the
three injured, Charles Rogers, a newsroad work and declares he does no bolt?"
"I don't repfy to every report that paperman, is not expected to survive.
mind letting up on boxing for a few
H started about me,
answered
the
days before the fight.
Nebraskan.
"I don't think any man NEGRO ON OLYMPIC TEAM
PROMISES TO OBEY COACH'
has the right to ask me that question.
CAHOON ON NEW PARTY.
E. A. Cahoon returned yesterday af- When this convention started, could
London, Eng., June 28 J. A. Howternoon from Chicago where he had you tell what was going to happen? ard, the negro member of the. Canabeen taking a big dish in the Republi- A man's course of action must be de- dian Olympic team, the announcecan national convention for Taft. Ask- termined as circumstances rise." Mr. ment of whose dismissal
on the
ed what he thought of the Roosevelt Bryan's friends say the passage of the charge of insubordination, was made
organization of the new party he said "bombshell" resolution has shown bj the team's coach, W. Knox on Wed"Like all other new parties it will the country that "this Is a Progressive nesday, was officially
toflourish for a while and then die."
convention, and that a "Progressive" day on his promise to place himself
must be named.
Roswell Morning News.
absolutely under the coach's orders.
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Second Ballot.
Total
Clark
Wilson
Underwood
Harmon
Baldwin
Marshall
Sulzer
Bryan
Not voting
Third Ballot.
Total vote
Clark
Wilson
Underwood
Harmon
Baldwin .
Marshall
Kern . . .
Bryan . .

,oss

1

410

2

33!3-1111--

4

141
1

t

1,0 VS

.

11

345
1111--

no
1

1

31

i
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Fourth Ballot.
Clark
Wilson
Underwood
Harmon
Baldwin
Marshall
Kern
The fifth ballot
without result.

.413
.34!t

.112
.13(1
14
.
31
.
o

was

also

son to Bryan, while New York would
pi etc r Bryan lo Wilson.
All Up in the Air.
The view held by soul hern leaders
is that after three campaigns
for
Bryan it is desirable to turn to a new
On Hie other hand, the New
man.
orl; sentiment is based cm the feeling iliat with Bryan they would know
what, they were facing, whereas Wilson is an untried candidate. What
will become of the other elements in
the contest Underwood.
Harmon,
Baldwin, Marshall gfves ground lor
a wide range of speculation.
Cnderwood and Harmon.
The Underwood forces continue
very aggressive, and they are bound
together by strong sentiment for the
conspicuous tariff leadership of their
candidate. The strong Harmon showing made on the first ballot is a
source of encouragement to his
friends but Hiev perceived that his
main strength is the ninety votes of
New York, which were complimentary
and cannot be counted as an enduring quantity.
Exhausted Delegates Sleep on Floors.
I he Balciwin
and Marshall votes are
similarly regarded as complimentary
to favorite sons, but where they will go
in case of a break has not been made
clear, although the expectation is that
some of the ialdwin votes are more
likely to go to one of the
conservative candidates, while the
Wilson men are counting on becoming
the beneficiaries of some of tile Marshall strength. In the Clark headquarters this forenoon exhausted
delegates slept in then- clothes on chairs,
on the floor and on such beds as were
available.
Surprise Parties.
It was said that a number of surprises were aneouiitered in this mornii:g's ballot. Tennessee had been ex
pected to give If, votes for Clark. He
got but C. the other IS being equally
divided between Vils.n, Ihiimou and
Underwood. The Tennesseeans were
uninstr tcted. Equally surprising was
the vote in Ohio where it was under- slood that l!t votes would go for Wilson and the other 2ft for Harmon. Instead of this, Clark received 1, Wilson
10. and Harmon 3,"., Bryan 1, one being absent.
Clark Claims.
Today the Clark forces say that on
the first ballot this afternoon Speak- or Ciark wi certainly receive 32 ad
ditional votes, as follows: One Un
derwood vote from Hawaii; two Underwood votes from
Maine; seven
Harmon votes in Michigan; three Harmon votes in Nebraska; two Underwood votes in New Jersey; seven and
votes in North Carolina, one
Underwood vole from Porto Rico,
probably six voles from Tennessee,
and
a Harmon vote for Utah.
They also claim that there is a possibility that 2S votes from Ohio instructed for Harmon might go to Clark on
this bal'ot. A conference is to be
hold by the twenty-fou- r
avowed Clark-statethis afternoon at 3 o'clock to
be attended by one delegate from each
state, at which plans will be formulated.
Harmon on Fourth Ballot.
The Hainion managers expressed
themselves as jubilam over the prospects of their candidate. Lieutenant
Governor Nichols of Ohio, Harmon's
manager, dec'ared that the Ohio governor would lead all candidates on the
fourth ballot.
j

Baltimore, Md., June 28. The ballot of the early morning was taken
today as the starting point for all
about the Democratic
speculation
convention as to who would be its
candidate for President. Al: eyes were
centered on New York, Illinois and
Indiana.
The feeling was generai
that the nominee of the convention is
assured of a practically solid South
next November and all energies were
being bent to add to tiiis conceded
additional
southern strength the
strength of the pivotal northern
states, notably ll'inois and Indiana,
which would combine enough electoral votes from the North and the
South lo secure a victory.
Bosses in Consultation.
Messrs, Murphy, Peitivan and Tom
Taggart, the three leaders of these
northern states, have been in
consultation
and have been
working in harmony as the lines have
been formed. They planned
to go
over the situation before the balloting resumed this afternoon. The
New York de'egation has an element
of a' on
of its strength favorable to Wilson. But the predominating clement, of about (id votes, is
for any one who has reasonable assurance of carrying New York.
With the Compliments of Tammany.
Thus far, the New York delegation
has reached this stage: At Hie caucus yesterday the delegates agreed on
a complimentary
vote for Harmon;
they may follow this with a complimentary vote for Gaynor, nnd the
probably will continue these complimentary votes until they can see
more definitely their way to make the
large vote of the Empire State most
effective. A Tammany caucus was
called for 3 o'clock today, and die
Harmon leaders were to go into conference about the same time.
Ollie James Doesn't Mind It.
Chairman Oilie James reiterated his
view that there would be no deadlock-whethe convention opens at. 4
o'c'ock, and that the standard bearer
would be chosen without another all
night, session. The chairman was little the worse for wear after his arduous duties of the night.
His voice
was holding out and his sturdy physique was serving him well in his efforts to keep the convention moving
steadily forward amid the storms of
He felt, howpopular demonstration.
ever that most of the pent up energy
of the shouters has found expression
and from now on the convention
would keep steadily at business, with
the prospect of a succession of ballots until a decision was reached. It
was not expected that the platform
would be reached until late this evening and possibly not until tomorrow,
although the draft wil be ready for
presentation well before that time.
Trying to Pull Two Ways at Once.
There are a number of conflicting,
influences operating on the convention. One is the desire to nominate
a candidate whose appeal to the people will be sufficiently strong. The
other is to name a man who can make
an appeal to the South and to New
York, which are regarded as two sections most conservative.
con-sla-

one-thir-

n

Yoke-Fellow-

While Murphy, Sullivan,

and Tag-

for the time begart are
ing, it is felt that they are likely to
come to a parting of the wavs very
yoke-fellow- s

soon.

It is not improbably, according

to the speaking going on early in the
day, that New York will turn to Clarkt
while Illinois and Indiana contingents
are more likely to turn to Wilson.
There is nothing definite on these
moves, but these were the tendencies
along the lines as the day progressed.
The Lady or the Tiger?.
Mr. Bryan, as an ultimate candidate,
is but little discussed although some
continue to regard him as a possibil

4t,

'A?

1 I

Ilprln FlanlriniT

Cohorts

New-York-

...
.

ity. This has developed a singular
divergence of view between the two
.
strong elements, the South and
The South would prefer Wil-

-

one-hal-

f

one-hal- f

s

Baltimore, Md June 28 Most of
the state delegations had taken their
places in the convention hall at 3:4".
The gallery crowds already extended
back to the last tier and promised to
exceed the magnitude of any former
meetings.

Officials

were

gradually-takin-

their places on the platform.
The prevailing talk from the floor in
dicated a prolonged session with little material change in the early ballots.
New York Sticks to Harmon.
The New York delegation decided
in caucus late this afternoon to stick
to Judson Harmon on the second ballot and to vote for Clark on the third
ba'llot unless unusual developments
arise. As to Underwood, Kern and
others, future caucuses will determine.
"We can caucus any time without
leaving our chairs," said Alton B.

Parker.

nsj lAlo

at Bachimha and

Commoner Withdraws His Plank
for International Arbi-

Chihuahua.
i
i

tration.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
At the Rebel Front, Bacbimba, Mex.,

'.June

fied

Rebel chiefs here are mystiat the

disappearance

of

the

fed-

from their front at Bachimha.
Almost as far south as the big Ortiz
bridge, fifteen miles away, scouts re-- j
port no federals in sight The theory
most commonly believed by the rebel
officers is that General Huerta has
moved his army by a circuitous route
away from the railroad in an effort to
Hank Ihe mountain pass.
it is asserted here that General Huerta probably is planning a flank
movement to prevent the rebel army
from retreating to Chihuahua.
I
is assumed that the federal
com
his troops
mander has withdrawn
thu
fiv,nt nf Tli.lumltQ ti
allow the rebels to head southward if
What the government
hey choose
is said lo be anxious to do is to get
between the rebels and the American
border and prevent them from obtaining ammunition or supplies of which
they are in great need.
Moving on Juarez.
Agua Prieta, Sonora, Mex., June 28.
The federal campaign on Juarez began today with the departure from
here of eight hundred men under General Blanco who moved towards
Morelos, a small town on the
border between the states of Sonora
and Chihuahua where they will form
a junction with the main column there
under Colonel Rivera.
General Panjinez who is command
of the Sonora movement
under orders from General Huerta
left today for Fronteras, south of here
to inspect the troops under General
Guiseppe Garibaldi proceeding thence
to Colonia Morelos to take charge of
the mobilization there.
When concentrated the federal force will number about 2,"i(io men. General Gari- baldi will
command
the advance
guard, General Blanco the reserves,
land General Sanjinez the main col-umn. The troops will march close to
!the border of Arizona and New Mex-- I
ico. reaching in t he vicinity of Juarez
within five days.
Din Dattlo I t n ,4 n
At the Rebel'Front, Bachimha, Mex.,
June 28. Rebel scouts reported at
noon today that federal cavalry and
heavy artillery bringing up the rear
were advancing northward,
leaving
troop trains at Ortiz to follow later.
Based on this information a battle is
Pkciy either late today or early tomorrow.
Rebel advances returning from near
Ortiz had reported that the federals
had abandoned the work of repairing
the large bridge ihere when as a matter of fact the structure had been completed the day before, the federals
heaving but two trains on the south
side for a ruse while the balance of
their trains were withdrawn south for
water.
Emiiio and Raul Madero, with flOft
cavalry, are quartered at Humboldt
ranch near Meoqui east of Ortiz, while
a similar number consisting of infantry is holding forth at Santa Cruz de
Rosales four miles west.

erals

j

.

j

j

'

Col-oni- a

(By Special Leased mre Lo New Mexican)
Baltimore, Md., June 28. At 3:15
o'clock, Mr. Bryan came from the
committee on resolutions and announced that the committee had practically completed its work.
"We will have the document ready
for the convention," he said, "and you
will find it one of the best ever
made."
Platform Ready for Candidate.""
The committee on resolutions completed its work this afternoon and adjourned to meet after the nomination
of the candidate for the presidency.
The platform will lie first, inspected
and approved by the presidential can- umai anu win nor oe matte public
lintil presented to the convention.
Mr. Bryan offered, but subsequently
withdrew, a plank providing for the
settlement of acute disputes with
other nations by negotiations. It directed a thorough
into
investigation
such controversies with a view of arbitration before declaring war. Senators Clarke.of Arkansas, and Culberson of Texas, opposed it on the ground
that the question was fully covered
by treaties with oilier nations.
The financial plank requires the distribution of the national
treasury
funds among banks but requires them
to pay interest on such deposits.
Fishing for Republican Votes.
It became known that an effort had
been made to frame the platform so
as to appeal to the Republican
."

j

!

j

MANY

ENTRIES FOR
THE VICE PRESIDENCY.

Gossip Gives Leading Places to Burke,
Sulzer, O'Gorman, Baker
and Henry,
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
Baltimore, Md., June 28. Gossip today as to the Vice Presidency failed
to crystallize, the delegates almost dethe
spairing of correctly analyzing
situation and content to let it work
itself out tonight as the balloting
manipulations progress.
Among the
most conspicuous of the Vice Presidential possibilities at this time are
Governor Burke of North Dakota,
who was in the Presidential contest
until last night when he withdrew his
own name by telegraph to the convention; Representative William Sulzer of New York, chairman
of the
House committee on foreign affairs;
Mayor Newton Baker of Cleveland;
Senator O'Gorman of New York; Representative William Redfieid of
Mayor James Preston of Baltimore, one of the leading hosts of the
convention; Representative Robert, L.
Henry of Texas, champion of Mr.
Bryan in the progressive Democracy
movement, and chairman of the House
committee on rules, and many others.
(

New-York- ;

May Switch to Clark.
Charles F. Murpby announced after
the New York caucus, that it was not
definite that New York's 90 votes STEEL COSTS DOLLAR A
TON MORE FROM NOW ON
fhould go to Clark on the third ballot.
"We will vote for Harmon until the
delegation is polled," said Murphy, j Trust Does Not Hesitate in Following
Lead of Independents Raising
"That may come on the third ballot.
Price.
It may NOT."
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcar.'
Will Remain in Session.
New York, June 28. It was officially
Leaders representing all candidates
for the presidential nomination
de- announced by the United States Steel
clared before the convention was call- Corporation here today that the price
ed to order that all had agreed to re- of bars, plates and structural steel
main in session until a nomination is has been advanced $1.00 a ton followmade.
ing the lead by the Independents early
The convention was called to order in the week. This makes bars $1.23
per hundred pounds, and plates and
structurals $1.30.
(Continued on Page Five.)

The situation has led to the making

of an unusually long platform, but its
length will be found to be due to the
There has been
variety of subjects.
a consistent effort to blue pencil un-

necessary words. When, for instance,
Samuel Gonipers appeared before the
committee in the interest of labor he
was asked by Mr. Bryan, who is the
dominating factor in the committee,
whether the Denver labor plank wa3
not satisfactory.
"It was,'' replied Mr. 'Joinpers, "reaffirm it and we will be satisfied."
that plank," declared Mr.
Bryan, "hut put it in half the words,
and make each of them brisklv."
Protection Blamed for HighCost of
Living.
Giving special prominence to the
tariff, an effort has been made to demonstrate that the Republican policy ot
in
protection has been responsible
large degree for the high cost of living
and for the! development of trusts and
monopolies. There will bo a positive
declaration for revision downward to
the basis of a tariff for revenue only,
with especial stress on tho word
"only."
It is hoped to shape the financial
plank so as to convince bankers that
there is a possibility of revising the
finance without resorting to the cen
tral reserve plan suggested by Sena
tor Aldrich. The Aldrich plan is denounced.
A suggestion of the distribution of
the government funds throughout th3
country in a way to make them available in case of monetary disturbance
r
may be made.
HiHW
Both the
and the full
committee agreed upon the desirability of criminal
prosecutions
against
the man back of the trusts.
of
conservation
the natuRegarding
ral resources, the committee would not
take a backward step, but it is emphatic against a policy which would
drive American homeseekers to other
countries. Therefore, there will be a
declaration for the administration of
the land laws so as to encourage settlement and homebuilding.
Only One Term for President.
In view of the desire to please Mr.
Roosevelt's followers, some surprise
has been expressed over the committee's decision to insert a declaration in
favor of one term for the President ot
the United States. It is there, however, and probably will remain. No expression is given as to the length of
the term which would be a matter of
detail in legislation.
Many members of the full committee
submitted planks covering various subjects. Some of them were accepted
and others voted down. One of the
rejected provisions was for a pro
nouncement outlining a policy for the
Indians. The Inheritance tax, the equal
suffrage for women plank, and the initiative and referendum went out as
matters for state control. Strong declarations for direct legislation and for
primary elections were inserted. Toward the end most propositions were
rejected on the ground that the platform was already crowded.
"It is as long as a clothes line," said
Senator Clarke of Arkansas, "and we
simply have got to stop."
"Re-writ- e

HENNING DOES
NOT GET HEART BALM.
Chicago, 111., June 28. The Jury in
the case of John C. Henning, who
sued Clarence S. Funk, general manager of the International Harvester
Company, for $25,000, charging alienation of Mrs. Henning's affections, today returned a verdict in favor of Mr.

JOHN
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

Always

the

the Leader

appears that he was trying to get to j

ANSWERS THE CALL.

Santa Fe People Have Found That condition when he
is True.
quest was held.
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Mapping Out

fell dead.

a New Bn-i- .
Spells of backache often follow.
Van T. Manvillp, chairman of the
Or some irregularity of the urine. beard of Grant county commissioners,
A splendid remedy for such attacks, and County Surveyor K. L. Cox suent
cured thou-i- t wo days of last week in
A mediciae that, has
mapping out
sands.
route for the proposed Silver City- i
kiua
A
uoans
true
is
oidsburir rnnri vi
Cnlri
Hill
Money fins,
States,
route was picked out which was con- Many Sar.ta I'e people rely cn it. sidered very suitabk', owing to lack of
ney remedy.
steel, grades. Several bad sandy
Here is Santa Fe proof.
Utreteb.es exist, but it was seen that
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa these could be easily avoided by a
Fe, X. M., says: "For several years reasonable amount of work.
I had trouble from my back and kid- - j
neys. It was hard tor me to worn,
Robbed Transfer Box.
owing to pains in my loins and any
A carload of autos
destined
for
sudden movement
aggravated my San Francisco, upon the Southwestern
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
was broken into at Vaughn,
too frequent desire to void the kid- - transfer,
ney secretins and the passages were iM''Z
",."t'" not to """'
run toward
seemine
statePublic
scanty and painful.
they proceeded to take
ments given ty local people who had automobiles,
out their spite by tearing up the
used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit, bills and
interchange reports accomreto
found
me
induced
try them. I
car and appropriating a
the
panying
lief at once atd after I had used the draft for
There have been
$160.
contents of one Dox, my back was free
locks placed on the bill box
from pain. My kidneys are now nor- strong now
there
and all future marauders
mal and I feel better In every day." will
have to use dynamite.
JO
all
dealers.
Price
For sale by
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
Auto Smash-Up- .
New York, sok agents for the United
While
speeding
along the Hot
Remember the name Doan's and
Springs boulevard at 5 o'clock yestertrke no other.
day morning the Ford touring car be
longing to Peter Olson, and driven by
THE CHILDREN'S HOUR.
his son, Joe Olsen of Las Vegas, turnBetween the daik and the daylight, ed
turtle, throwing the two occupants,
to
is
when the night
beginning
the driver and Sam Rhodes, from the
lower,
car and badly bruising and shaking
Comes a pause in the day's occupathem up. Rhodes' injuries were the
tions, that is known as the Child- more serious
and medical aid was sum
ren's Hour.
moned. He was put to bed. The auto
I hear in the chamber above me the
mobile was badly damaged and is due
patter of little feet,
a siege in the repair shop. The
The sound of a door that is opened, for
lamps, windshield, a wheel, front seat
and voices soft and sweet.
and other parts or tne macnlne were
From my study I see in the lamplight, si'iashed.
descending the broad hall stair,
Excavating Gran Quivera.
Grave Alice, and laughing Allegra,
That the American Museum of Natand Edith with golden hair.
A whisper and then a silence; yet I ural History is making p'ans for systematic excavation at the site of the
Know by their merry eyes
They are plotting and planning to- famous old ruins of Gran Quivera and
La Cuara, in Torrance county, is the
gether to take me by surprise.
statement made by N. C. Nelson of
A sudden rush from the stairway, a San Francisco, making his headquarsudden raid from the hall!
ters with John W. Corbett of
Mr. Nelson was accomjKmiod
By three doors left unguarded they
enter my castle wall!
by his wife. Accompanied by Mr. CorThey climb up into my turret o'er the bett he made a preliminary
survey
arms and back of my chair;
of the ruins and also visited Chilili,
If I try to escape they surround me; Tajique, Abo and the old trees of
they seem to be everywhere.
Mr. Nelson says that the worf
of excavation, which will begin this
They almost devour me with kisses, month, will
likely take four or five
their arms about me entwine,
years to complete and is confident
I
of
Till
think
the Bishop of Bingen, that priceless relics of
past civilizain his mouse-towe- r
on the Rhine!
tions will be disclosed by the pick ;nd
Do you think, oh,
banditti, shovel.
because you have scaled the wall,
Such an old mustache as I am is not a
Wedding on Mountain Peak.
match for you all?
Historic Mount Bosque, towerl-iI have you fast in my fortress, and 12,000 feet into the sky, is the highest
peak of the picturesque Manzauo
will not let you depart,
But put you down into the dungeon in mountains. Most everybody in New
Mexico has heard of the Ray family
the round tower of my heart.
And there will I keep you forever, yes, who live on a ranch near the very
summit of the Bosque. There are
forever and a day,
Till the walls shall crumble to ruin, many stories told of how this peculiar
and molder in dust away.
family came to establish their residence in such a lofty place, and the
H. W. Longfellow.
real facts will perhaps never be
known. A!ice Ray, who was bora on
t!.ranch twenty-onyears ago, will
be married July ISth. to WiUiam
AROUND THE STATE
Blackivell. Rev. J. Randolph Carver
of Estancia, will perform
the ceremony at 8 o'clock that evening. There
Alleged Horse Thief Caught.
Sheriff C. R. Young returned to Ros- - are to be a number of guests from the
well with the fellow accused of steal valley, and quite a few friends from
ing a horse at Dexter. Frank Young among the mountain folk, inciiiding
had caught him at Lubbock, turning Mrs. Willie Dow of Tajique, the aunt
him over to the sheriff there.
of the bride. The Blackwoiia will continue to reside at the Bosque ranch,
Fourth of July at Silver City.
and the groom will assume the manOver $l,o00 has been raised to de- agement of affairs up there, relieving
fray the expenses of the Fourth of Mr. Ray, upon whom the burden of
July at Silver City, and the enthus- years is beginning to tell.
iasm manifested by everybody
indicates that the celebration will be one
Three Sentenced to the Pen.
of the largest and best ever held in
Judge E. L. Meuler m the district
Silver City.
court at Roswell handed out penitensentences to three men who were
tiary
A Bad Hombre.
found guilty of the charges against
Some "bo" who refused to give his therh in the district court within
the
name, was arraigned on the charge last few weeks. Commie E. Prather
of vagrancy. He was given his choice drew from five to seven
years for the
of hitting the trail or 30 days on the murder of David
Windsor on the
chain gang and selected the former.
plains some time ago. He was conThe gent had in his possession
two victed of
murder in the second degree.
razors and a long butcher knife, and
Counsel for Prather made a motion
had the appearance of a bad number.
for an apieal and this was granted
Las Vegas Optic.
pnd the supersedeas bond fixed at
J2.u00.
Ed. Barnard, who was tried
Barbecue at Fort Bayard.
The officers of Fort Bayard, Grant for the same offense with Prather,
was declared by jury to be not.
county, gave a barbecue on upper Camand Frank
eron Creek of the reservation. Mr. guilty. W. C. Holmes
and Mrs. Butler and the Misses Butler Rice, who were recently convicted of
were guests from Silver City. A whole dealing mules from S. W. Clore, were
pig and quarter of beef were roasted given from 18 months to two years in
for the substantial part of the refresh- the state penitentiary by Judge Med-leIn each case the costs went with
ments and every one had a delightful
the sentence.
time.
After a second trial on practically
the same case, Claude Lorance was
Expensive.
In police court at Roswell, a fine convicted on a charge of stealing
of $75 and costs was placed on West horses from Lon Cottingham pastures
Elgin, who displayed a gun a short near Roswell last year. Lorance, it will
time before in the presence of a neigh-- be remembered was tried some time
bor. The two men had quarreled over ago on a cnarge of
stealing nine
suit of underclothes and the testi horses from the Cottingham ranch be- mony showed that Elgin then purchased a gun and displayed it to the
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
man with w hom he had quarreled.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Thrown From His Horse.
There is only one way to cure deafWhile working a bunch of cattle
and that is by constitutional
about six miles west of Silver City, ness,
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
Frank Fleming, a well known cattle- inflamed
condition
of the mucous linman and a son of Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
of the Eustachian Tube. When
Fleming, was thrown from his horse ing
auu seriously injured, guttering a this tube is inflamed you have a rumsound or imperfect hearing, and
compound fracture of the leg. Horace bling
Hooker was with him at the time and when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflamquickfij- procured medical aid from
town and had the injured man brought mation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearin on an automobile.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
Dropped Dead in the Street.
Policeman Frank McDaniel at Ros- which is nothing but an inflamed conwell, was notified about midnight by dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
George White that a man was dead on
East Tilden street. The officer went for any case of Deafness, caused by
direct and located the man lying at catarrh, that cannot be cured by
the corner of a neighbor's house. It Hall's Catarrh Care. Send for circuappears that he had been suffering lars, free.
from tuberculosis for some time past
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
and had a hemorrhage, judging from
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
the blood on the bedclothing and at
Take Hall's Family Pills for
the spot where he was found dead. It
;

j
j
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Southern Corner Plaza,

Santa Fe. Telephone

ALL
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PURCHASES.
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This Girl Recovered
from Consumption

No

The makers of Krkman s Alterative,
which is ditilitf sn mwh noxl for ConsumpIn receipt of renlly
tives, lire
woiiilert'ul reports of cures hrou'H about
solely tlirouii tlie use of tins medicine.
These reports are silwuys at the command
of anyone iiiten-steil- .
and many of the
writers in their jzratiimie have sU!;jzesUU
that like sufferers wri'e direct ami lein'a
what it did for them. Here is one specimen:
4111 Second Ave..
Aurora, ill.
"f '.cm
i'nrdou me for not writing
stay
sooner, lint I wanted to see if I would
cured. I can now truthfully say 1 am perfectly well. Never felt hotter in all lay life.
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks.
I never have any pain, no couh, no niyht
Since a child of
sweats, no
two years I have heeu ailing with luuK
trouble, which grow worse as 1 grew
older. At the age of fourteen the doctor
said if I could not he sent South. I
would surely die of Consumption.
Kvery
winter I would be sure to have either
I
Kronehitis1.
I'lourisy. or I'neunionia.
hail Typhold-rueumonione time. I had
catarrh of the stomach and bowels and
: hut
had Hay I'ever for the last few y
have not anything of the kind this year.
"I will nnswer all letters sent to me,
asking a history of my "case, from any
one suffering f'ntn lung trouble."
"I
remain with many thanks to you,
your grateful friend."
ETTA l'LATH.
(Signed Affidavit)
Three years later reports still well.
Kckmun's Alterative is effective in l'.ron-chitiAsthma. Hay I'ever; Throat and
I.ung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Hoes not contain poisons, opiates
or
rugs. Ask for booklet
of cured eases and write to Kekman
Laboratory. 1'hlladelphin. Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggists and
jy Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.

THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE BUY.
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
AND
CUSTOMERS
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL.
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SO.
AND
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW
DON'T WANT
TO
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.
OF OUR

Foster-Milbur-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes arid Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45
lola

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

El Toro

45

R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.

Moun-tainai-

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard

Phone, Red

Ui

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

MHHUBBHIHini

100

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

Parts of the World.

AVP MftNFV and ,nconvenience byPurchasing Wells
- iflUnL I Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.

tSSL

U.

S., CANADA, MEXICO

W.

C. LONG,

Santa Fe, N.

Agt,

M.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
First-clas-

Also

First-Clas-

Phcne Main

s

139

LIVERY CO.,

livery rigs.

s

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle Restaurant

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
North South
Bounds Trains.

Meets Both

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Two Doors Below P. Andrews Stork
Regular Meals 23 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at A.11 Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ifrench Noodle Order JOc. & Usn,

ew York Chop Suey 60c.

blue-eye-

d

-

SENT BY TELEURAPH,

REMITTANCES

Man-zan-

s

TO

All

r.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding twins. Wire E'.nbudo
Station.

e

longing to Mr. Cottingham and the
jury acquitted him of the charge. It
was alleged that he stole eighteen
horses at the time, the other nine be
longing to other parties, and after a
jury decided in favor of the state on
his plea of abatement, he was tried

on a second count. The complaining
Wood-Davi- s
witness in the last case was John
Fewson.
This morning after court
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It.
Phone 14
opened, Judge Medler increased his
bond from $750 to $2,000. Lorance being out on bail at the time. The Lorance case was concluded at the after
noon session yesterday, and the jury
returned about 6 o'e'ock to consider
the verdict. The latter was returned
:
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
at 10 o'clock.
Vague Murder Story.
A somewhat vague account of a kill
ing which occurred in Lucero, a small
settlement near Mora, last Sunday
night, was received in Las Vegas
A man named Padeo Medina was Delivered
to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
the unfortunate victim. According to
the story, Medina was prowling about
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26
a house in Lucero when its occupan
inquired what he was doing there. Me
dina refused to answer.
Then the
householder pickei up a stone and
hurled it in the direction in which Medina's footsteps were heard. Unfortunate'y, the missile struck he man on
the head, killing him instantly. The
householder, whose name was not
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
learned, had no intention of striking
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Medina but wished to frighten him
Policies at Lowest Rates.
understood
coun
is
Mora
It
the
away.
ty authorities will hold an inquest
and make other efforts to learn details
of the killing. It is reported that a
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and OrMora citizen was found a short time
since in the corral of Luciano Gallegos.
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
The latter asked the intruder what he
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,
was doing there and demanded that
he give his name. The intruder re
plied: "Don't shoot! It is me," averting
a probable killing, as Luciano was pre
pared to shoot. Had the intruder at
Lucero replied to the inquiry of the
householder he doubtless would have
saved his life. Las Vegas Optic.

Hardware Co.

Why Import Mineral Water

....

51.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

at

WATER CO.

cXm

FRANK ffl. JONES.

REAL ESTATE

iLEGHTj

Tonight's Program at the Elks':
Pathe Weekly; The Price He Paid,
and Out of the Deep. Don't miss this
program.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modhome--and
ern
why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

FRECKLES

IN

That Quickly Removes
These Homely Spots.
There's no longer the slightest need

New

Drug

of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
as a new drug, othine double strength
has been discovered
that positively
removes these homely spots.
Simply get one ounce of othine
double strength form 2 and apply a
little of it at night, and in the morn
ing you will see that even the worst
freckles have begun to disappear,
while the lighter ones have vanished
entirely. It is seldom that more than
an ounce is needed to completely clear
the skin and gain a beautiful clear
complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double
strength othine as this is sold under
guarantee of money back if it fails
to remove freckles.

OWER

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
IS QUITE SO

EXPRESS LINE.

NOTHING as to touch

Phone Red 161.

the button and

is ready to cook

your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

r.

-

?

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

1

Rooms With Bath,

IP AM

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

or

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable

and

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Cycle
Pope Motor
norse Power
4

PRICE, $165.00
.

With ImnnrM

A

Mno-netn-

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
leu at tne muvorj.

J.F.RHOADS
Step Ladders,
Screens and

Screen Doors

Skirts or Riding Suits.

FURNITURE REPAIRING AND

Thirty years' of experience in

UPHOLSTERING.

tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

104Galisteo Street'
T

101

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 22J.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

trllT

BTTPwtf AMn OWT.T A

PASH BROS..Agts
All legal blanks

T1T.R.

Santa Fe.

Telephone

new
N

::

SANTA FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
writing out your legal forafc'
when yon can get them already prated at the New Mexican Printing
.
Company.

prepared according time

to the Statutes of New Mexico,
State form, for saVe by the
Mexican Printing Company.

157 W.
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TAKEthe WTEC&!
torture

BALTIMORE CONVENTION SWAMPED ALL

ndiire
and suffering tneny vomers
A man cannot understand
uncomplainingly. If the majority of men suffered as much pain and endured ,'.:h
patience the weakening sicknesses thtt most women do, tiiey would ask for
immediate sympathy and look for a quick cure.
Many women have been saved from a life oi misery and suffering by turning
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite t '"icripcion a remedy which is sals
to take because containing no narcotics, alcohol o. 'urious ingredients. It is an
' first given tj the public
alterative extract of roots, made with pure, glycerin,
by that famous specialist fn the disease-- cf women Di. XV. Pierce, of tne
of
Buffalo, N. Y.
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute

NIGHT

ITH

Constipation, if Neglected,
Causes Serious Illness

follo-

cases of
typhoid fever,
appendicitis a (I
other severe diseases are traceable to prolonged
clogging 01 ihe
bowels. Regar.l-- t
h e
effects o
C.
constipation,
K. Avers. 6 Sabin
St., iViontpclicr,
Many

Speechs

Mr.?. Lizzie M. IIi:ssrvnrrr.. ot Lincoln. Ko.o.,
"C" St.,
''I sc.id a twiimoniiil w ith much pleasure so thai. riM

says:

sr.'iT 'riii! woman may kn v tin; tniu worth of your reuieaii.s.
I v. ii? aproat, 8UlTnT from
troubles hut after hiking
cni! ooUl" of )r. I'iciV!'';-- , Favorite Prescription, whieii a
me 10 taUo. I foniid mvself very much in- friend ituvi.-o- d
After hiK'inj? tliree more bottles, and using two
proved.
ioxes 01 j;r. l'ierco s I.ouou ialilets. 1 found myselt on tno
r.uiU to reeoven-- .
I was in Door health for live years Dim
now I am cur f.

Placing in Nomination Wilson, Clark and Harmon For the Presidency on the Democratic
Ticket This Fall.

11

cross-examin- e

tBy Special Leasra Trite to New Mexican) jng on its heels. That statesman will
Baltimore, June 27 A. Mitchell Pal-- be the greatest leader of his lime
Yt.. says:
mer, of Pennsylvania, seconding the) of whom ii can be truest said hv the
'"
was alttictrd
Gov-- J
to
nomination
of
"miml
the
presidency
of
men
risjnK
"His
"I h'.s ail women smiTeriiw from female wealruoss will
with
constipation
ernor
of
Woodrow
New
Jer
Wilson,
Dr.
trial.
a
Pierco's
fair
l'avorito
aii'l biliousness for
1; in the past, but Ins hand is on the
givo
Prescription
years, tuxl at tiir.es Uvame so had 1
sey, addressed the convention as fol-- . r.resent) and nis ye is on the luum:
would become
I have been
Doctor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate lews:
The young men in both the great found in Unit eomliiinn many times.
,
tiny granules
stomach, liver and boweis.
Has. Hessheimeb.
I rise tc second tne nomination of
did
not
to
he ;hc. to
1'bypii'ians
parties, whose habits of thought have do me any prood.
would become
"ouu,u" "',5U"'
not been stunted by blind adherence
",
weak and for days at a time could do
Dominion, whose proudest boast pro-(- )
no work. Not ion? ago 1 srot a box
or
ARIZONA TO SPEND QUARTER
MEETING OF SANTA FE COUNTY
claims her the mother of presidents,!
of
Dr. Mites' Laxative Tablets, mid
MILLION AT SAN D! EGO.
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, reared to manhood in the Empire State silenced by the loud noise of party after using them found I had never
are
instruan
for
shibboleths,
looking
tried
anything that acted in sucn a
ot tne csoutn, trained in tne science
and effective manner. I believe
Site Selected That Covers Two and a M. Lujan Elected President; Ramon of irovprnment in this border citv. ment to work their will. They will Imild
have at last found tho remedy that
Half Acres State Building is to
Gonzales Secretary; Charles
where four Democratic presidents have eventually but certainly go into that, suits my case."
which
measures
political
Cost 75,000organization
Demon-lacGooch, Treasurer.
been named, he brought the
Thousands of people are sufferers
San Diego,
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j "An Act
day of July, 1912.
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islative and judicial departments for perity of their children than they have personifies, and all the power
life. Later, in his memorable effort
Juan sancnez, 01 Kennedy, Xew the payment of interest on state in- - for the political dogma of their fathers, sideniial patronage, plutocracy and to retain good scholarship and democMexico.
Idebtednesg and sinking fund require- These young men of independent political piracy will be of.no avail to racy in Princeton I'niversity, he dePablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New ments thereof, to defray the expenses thought and action are being told by defeat your cause,
clared, "The great voice of America
t the educational,
state and eharit- many party leaders that the principles
does not come from seats of learning.
Mexico.
Westcott's Speech.
Frutoso Gauegos, of Cernllos, New; able institutions and hospitals and alii laid down before the present day proh- Baltimore, June 27. The speech It comes in a murmur from the hills
other expenses required by existing lenis arose to challenge the judgment placing the name of Governor Wood- - and woods, and the farms and factoMexico.
laws of the State of New Mexico and of statesmen are the unbending and row Wilson, of Xew Jersey, in
e ries and the mills,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
rolling on and gainfor deficien-- i
test to measure the remedies tion for the presidency was delivered ing volume until it comes to us from
Register. making appropriations
e'es in revenues of former fiscal for ailments of which the men of fifty by former Judge John W. Westcott, of the homes of common men. Do these
'
years which deficiencies were incurr years ago never dreamed, and which, Camden, N. J. Mr. Westcott spoke as murmurs echo in the corridors of
ed by the requirements
of existing because human like ourselves, they follows:
our universities? I have not heard
laws.''
A clarion call to the spirit
could not foresee. They are being
New Jersey, once bound, but, by the them."
that now moves America. Later he
told there is'no such thing as a new moral energy and intellectual
Approved June 13, 1912.
Which said bonds are to be dated
or a new Democracy, ness of a single soul, now free, comes shouted, "I will not cry peace so Ion
(the first day of July, 1912, and abso- and that the two great parties are, to this great convention, in the glory as there is sin and wrong in the
lutely due and payable five years af-- planted in the soil tilled by our fath-jo- f
her emancipation, to participate in world." Here is the very soul of the
ter their date, interest payable semi-- . ers after deep thought and strenuous your deliberations, aid in formulating silent revolution now solidifying senti
LAS VEGAS, N. M.,
annually at the rate of six per cent labor, and that it is political heresy your decrees. The New Jersey delega- ment and purpose in our common
per annum, the interest for said per- te preach the doctrine of a new, an tion is not empowered to exercise the country.
July 4th, 1912.
iod to be evidenced by coupons at-- :
The deeds of this moral and intelleca twentieth century polit- attributes of proprietorship, but is
For the above occasion the tached to the said bonds, interest pay- ical creed.
commissioned to represent the great tual giant are known to all men. They
Santa Fe will sell tickets from able on the first days of September
But every sign points to the fact cause of Democracy and to offer you accord not with the shams and false
all points on their line to Las and March, both principal and interest that the young men of the country as its militant and triumphant leader, pretenses of politics, but make nation-payable at the office of the State are
scholar, not a charlatan; a states al harmony with the millions of
In that heresy.
They
Vegas and return at one and Treasurer,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, the hold persisting
not a doctrinaire; a profound law- - triots determined to correct the wrongs
tie
more
the
fare.
every
year
lightly
one- said bonds to be redeemable
and
not
the
a splitter of legal hairs; a po- - of plutocracy
binds them to any party which yer,
fifth each year, in serial number com- which
not an egotistical maxims of American liberty in all their
will not accommodate itself to new litical economist,
who regnant beauty and practical effectivemencing with numoer one;
with- theorist; a practical politician,
of said bonds to be redeemed on the conditions. They would leave,
Dates of Sale, July 3d and 4th.
ness. Xew Jersey loves Woodrow Wilwithout
restrains
modifies,
constructs,
out compunction, any i political or
first of July, 1913.
a resist son not for the enemies he has made.
and
disturbance
destruction;
conReturn Limit, July 7th.
The proposals should be addressed ganisation when once they are
less debater and consummate master Xew Jersey loves him for what he Is'.
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New vinced that its leaders are so hide- of statement, not a mere phrase-make- All evil is his enemy. The influences
Tickets sold at points south ot Lamy will
allow stop over at. that point for passenMexico, and said sealed proposals will bound to the faith of the fathers, that
a humanitarian, not a detain that have opposed him have demongers to make tne side trip tj Santa ie acbe publicly opened on Monday the l.'th they are blind to the significance of er of characters and lives; a man strated his availability and fitness on
count of
day of July, 1912, at the hour of the battle now being waged on every whose mind is at once cosmopolitan the one hand, and exposed the unavailDe Vargas Parade, July 5th.
side by rising men with new ideas, and composite of America; a gentle- ability and unfitness of some others
twelve o'clock noon.
and deaf to the present demand for man of unpretentious habits, with the on the other hand. The influence that
O. N. MARRON,
H. S. LUTZ, Agt, Santa Fe, N. M.
Treasurer of the State of New Mexico. better conditions in politics and truer tear of God in his heart and the love of has opposed him blights and blasts
in government.
They mankind exhibited in every act of his any cause and any person it espouses.
performance
would be faithful to the ideals of the life; above all a public servant who That influence has appealed to the
fathers, but they do not shrink from has been tried to the uttermost and sordid, low and criminal. That influthat elastic interpretation of party never found wanting peerless, match ence fattens on ignorance and avarice.
The man that accepts its aid, so far as
principles which permits the solution less, unconquerable.
New Jersey has reasons for her his public usefulness is concerned,
for
without
ol
today's
problems
regard
85
MAIN.
PHONE
course. Let us not be deceived in our would be more fortunate had a mill
yesterday's conditions.
of villificatlon, stone been tied about his neck and he
Veneration for ancient landmarks premises. Campaigns
and false pretense have lost had been cast into the depths of the
AND RETAIL
which is too devout, a respect for the corruption
or sea. New Jersey believes that the
their usefulness. The evolution
work of aead men which is too holy,
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
is towards a more in-- position to Governor Wilson, such as
energy
will blind the party to the crying
CERR1LLOS LUMP3
telligent .morality in politics and In jit. has been, necessitates and secures
SAWED WOOD
needs of a living present and en im- all other relations. The line of cleav- - his triumph.
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
perishable future. History is a teach- age is between those who treat politics
Similar necessities, motives and
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
er, not a master. Yesterday is gone, as a game and those who regard it as causes impel all men alike. The same
today is only an opportunity to pre- the serious business of government. '
Montezuma Avenue, near A-- , T. & S- - F. Railroad Depot
pare for the morrow, which is crowd- - .The realignment of political parties
Continue) on Page Seven.)
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ty years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Gurule, Agapita Garcia,
Edubigen
of Ui Jura, Xew Mexico, Ililario
E. a. Miera, of Cuba, Xew Mex-- I

Smail Holding Claim No. ,"27S.
Department of the Interior,
I'nited States Land Office.
ico.
Santa Fe, N. M., June !, 1912.
Any person who desires to protest
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has tiled no- against the allowance of said proof, or
tice of his intention to make final !who knows of any substantial reason
proof in support of his claim under under the laws and regulations of the
why such proof
lions li; and IT of the act of March 'Interior Department
ii, IV'1 cm; Stais.. xr,i)
us amended should not he allowed will be given
by the act of February 21, lS:i (27 an opportunity at. :he above mentionSlats., I"n), and that said proof will ed time and place to
be made before Juan ('. Sandoval, at ;the witnesses of said claimant, and to
Cuba. Xew .Mexico, on July 1.", 1912, offer evidence in rebuttal ot that sub- viz: Kati I!. Young, of Senoriio, Xew 'mined by claimant.
.MANTEL R. OTERO.
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He names the following witnesses
lo prove his actual continuous adNew Mexican want acs atvay
verse possession of said tract for twen brings results.
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'
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The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the Year Round.
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2 00
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alive and you have a feeling almost AUTO WITH SPORTS
of pity tor the common herd back
PLUNGES INTO LAKE.
there in the business world.
"You reach the little city of Santa Sunk in Fifteen Feet of Water and
Coatless Occupants Walk 19
Fe possibly just as the sun in a blaze
Miles to Denver.
of glory sinks to rest behind a distant
You
are
if
for
fortunate
peak.
you do,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
how beautiful it is; and what wonderDenver, Colo., June 28. "Sandy"
ful colors around the Santa Fe and
Griswold, sporting writer of Omaha,
Glorieta
mountains
for
a
KEYNOTING.
X
painter's Robert Edgren, sporting writer of
X
When it comes to real, genuine, brush. No artist can paint the sky New York, and F. C. Hurley, Omaha
X
X sure 'nough oratory, as they would as the hand of God. World known
THE AME OLD STORY.
sport enthusiast, with Hurley's chauf
In an editorial a few days X say in the imperial blue grass state artists have endeavored to get the feur, while enroute in an automobile
out
a
few
miles
there
picture setting
to Las Vegas, X. M., to attend the
ago, the New Mexican called X of Kentucky, we remove our sombreattention to the fact that the X ro to Ollie James, permanent chair- of Santa Fe but not yet have they Johnson-Flynfight, plunged into Stan
succeeded in getting the effect and ley lake near Brighton early today
Republican party at its Chi- X man of the Baltimore convention.
when the driver dozed and failed to
As a sounder of keynotes, Ollie has wonder and beauty.
cago convention had adopted X
"Altlough snowbanks are still piled take a turn in the road. The car
a platform, wisely progressive, X our most respectful respect. Judge
honest, open and dealing fear- X Alton B. Parker of Esopus N. Y. is a high within twelve miles of Santa Fe, plunged into fifteen feet of water, and
X lessly with every issue before X back number when he tries to get yet, the immense forests, the majestic is still at the bottom of the lake. The
men swam to shore.
X the nation. That once again, X into the Ollie James class of oratory. mountains towering to heights of
The four walked 39 miles to Denver.
feet and more, the titanic canX as iriits past history, the party X He said a few things about the Collush meadows rainbow col-o- i They wore neithe rhats, coats nor
had met a crisis in the nation- X onel that were a trifle pointed but ons,
ed with wild columbine and other shoes when they arrived, those gar
al life, firmly and fearlessly. ' X as a keynoter, he was merely the
blossoms are at their best. What ments having gone to the bottom of the
This is more strongly empha- X barker for the sideshow.
for inexpensive lake in the car. Griswold and Edgren
X sized today, by the action of X
It may be that the Judge's early golden opportunities
tospent
right will resume their journey by rail
X the Democratic party at Balt- X education was neglected in the key- vacations
night.
here in this vicinity. One may go a
X note
In that convention,
X imore.
branches or that Ollie James had
and X exceptional ability in those lines. Be thousand miles, and find nothing more
X lured by the eloquence
of William Jen- X that as it may, Ollie. sounded a key- attractive than this veritable vacation RAISING $100,000 ENDOWMENT
X personality
FOR WOMEN'S FEDERATION.
that stretches toward tne iofty
X note
X nings Bryan, the Democratic
that was a keynote and it stay land,
X party has cast aside all re- X be remarked right here that none of pinnacles of the Blood of Christ range
on the east, and to the Cliff Dwellings Arizona Contributed $800 But New
X straint and followed the bell X the
delegates got ap to walk out. r.nd the shimmering blue of the
Mexico Does Not Appear in
X wether into new pastures. It X They got
tip, but they got up to yell
List of Donors.
on the west. What wealth
of
X has seized firm hold upon X
to yell for Ollie.
trout streams, of cool retreats, of
X every "ism" and theory in the X
Viewed in the cold, far away dis- beautiful haunts.
(By Special Leased Y5"!re to New Mexican)
X air today and has locked and X
New
enSan Francisco. Calif., June 2S Dur
tance
of
where
the
Mexico,
"Why not spend this year's vacation
X bolted its doors against every X
the sessions of the General Wom
conand
of
thusiasm
the
ing
applause
beauties ai
j exploring the unsuspected
X thing and every one, not ab- X
en's Club convention, splendid procan not bias judgment,
vention
the
this
X
neighborhood?
radical.
The
X solutely
preachr
solution of the problem seems to be
gress was reported by Mrs.
X ings of Theodore Roosevelt X
in the matter of raising an
climatic conditions have much
that
X pale into insignificance before X to
APPEAL TO CLASS HATRED.
endowment fund of $100,000, the in
do with it. Hfw couM any one,
X the creed of the Baltimore X
The successful appeal to class hatred terest from which is to be devoted to
a burg with a name like
from
hailing
X
X convention and it has committo be much of an ora- nade by William Jennings Bryan lat aidine the various activities of the
X ted Democracy to another, as X Esopus expect
And
the
name is not alone; it evening, draws the lines between the Federation. Among the contributions
tor?
X wild-eyeprogram as Mr. Bry- X
two great parties still more clearly.
were: Arizona $800; Colorado $2,000;
in
rains
Esopus, some times for a
X an's sixteen to one and cross X
To the man down and out, every Kansas $1,500; Wyoming $200.
a
wet
week,
cold,
chilling,
penetrating
X of gold. The convention it is X
man who has a
is a
X rain Hence a keynote hatched in a of the interests.jobTo therepresentative
X true, has not entirely concludman who is NEGRO HATERS GIVE CLOVIS
town with a name and a climate like
X ed its program but it has gone
UNDESIRABLE NOTORIETY.
incompetent, every man who is compebe
to
to
fail
that,
expected
might
abX far enough to make it an
tent is a capitalist. To the man who
an
to
rise
occasion
Demsuch
a
as
X solute certainty that the lines x
cannot pay his grocery bills, the groA conference of railroad men and
ocratic National convention.
X will be drawn between the Re- XI
cer, the drygoods merchant, the whole- citizens has been held at Clovis to disOn the other hand, Ollie hails from
X publican party, standing for the
sale merchant, represent the brute cuss the possible attitude of the peoX United States of America and si Kentucky where the greenest blue force of money. To the man who has ple of Clovis toward the negro emin
wor'd
the
grass
X consTitutional government, and
abounds; where a little, the man who has a little more, ployes of the Santa Fe who might in
X a new order of things of which XI nature smiles, a smile of sweet con- la a bloated plutocrat. To the man who future come to Clovis to live. The
X no man may forecast the out- V tent; where the sun shines almost as must walk to work, the owner of an citizens made it plain that the people
X come but which threatens the X bright as in New Mexico; where the automobile is hateful if the Bryan of Clovis were fully in sympathy with
as X southern mocking bird and the night- spirit pervades him. To the man who the upholding of the law and for the
X very life of the Republic
X founded by the signers of the X ingale, warble to the moonlit heav- pays rent, the owner of a cottage is protection of all' citizens regardless of
X ens; where sparkling streams and an
X Declaration of Independence.
object of envy. That is the kind of color. Much regret was expressed over
standX other sparkling beverages
From a Republican
X
gladden spirit to which the Democracy through the unprofitable advertising that CloX point, the action of the Balti- X the hearts of men. But that is suf- Bryan, or Bryan through the Democ- vis has received from the acts of five
X more convention in practically X ficient. We have no desire to enter racy, appeals.
or six irresponsible persons who have
X turning over to Bryan, the X into that sort of a descriptive conBut to quote another great Demo- since fled the town and who never
X Democratic party, can cause X test with Ollie. We realize our short- crat :
had the interest of the town at heart.
X no sorrow. As in the previous X comings in that, respect but just the
"No matter how much socialistic Two rewards of $250 each were offerX campaigns where it has been X same it is easy to see why, when it talk there may be, there is one thing ed by the citizens present. One for
of
X a question of Bryan and his X comes to sounding a keynote or two, which neither sensational newspapers the apprehension and conviction
X fool theories as against a gov- X Ollie has the aforesaid keynotes right nor fiery mouthed orators can mako any of those guilty of the recent disX ernment "of the people, by the X in his vest pocket while the Judge this nation of Americans, (old or new turbance among; the negroes of the
X people and for the people," X from Esopus is compelled to grope in
town, and one for the arrest and conwhosoever their ancestors were
X the people have spoken at the X exterior or interior darkness.
and whatever they themselves were viction of anyone guilty of such conMore and better keynotes are turn- born) believe after a well fought duct in the future.
X polls by a decisive majority for X
X the Republican
party. Mr. X ed out in the state of Kentucky every campaign and a few nights sleep
X Bryan has been too long in the X day than are produced in Esopus N. and that is, that it is morally wrong GIVEN TWO YEARS ON
FORGERY CHARGE.
X limelight and too many of his X Y. in a year. And Ollie stands six to be thrifty, to accumulate a compet
Robert J. Burke, charged with forgX fanciest theories have proven X feet three in his socks, which by way ency, to strive honestly to make de
X toy balloons to be punctured X of conclusion, we must admit, helps clining years free from financial worry ery was assessed a punishment of two
and to give one's children the very years in the state penitentiary by a
X and to explode,
as merely X seme in the keynote business.
best in education that money can buy." jury in the 34th district court at El
X whims of the hour.
X
How is it with Bryan himself? Does Paso. A charge of bigamy is still
THE CALL OF THE WILD.
But it is interesting to note, X
X
X by way of references to
X
Will Robinson of the Roswell Reg- he not in his printshop employ men pending against him. Acting District
so frequently charged by X ister Tribune has heard the call of the and women, boys and girls at the very Attorney R. E. Thomason stated that
X
our
X
Democratic friends, that X wild; he is hankering after the trout lowest figure that the union scale per- on account of the witnesses in that
has he not been accumulating case being in California he did not
X there is a boss in the Demo- X in the upper Pecos, and the New Mex- mits;
wealth until the day laborer looks at think the case would come up for trial
X cratic party who is a past X ican expects him to drop in before
him as a capitalist who can live with- at this term of court. The court will
X master at the game and he is X the season is over, and if he has to out
working?
adjourn for the term Saturday.
X none other than William Jen- X walk it.
It all depends on the viewpoint,
X nings Bryan of Nebraska. King X
This is the way he puts it and San- whether one is a
part of the interests, BOWLING ALLEY AND
X of them all, when it came to X ta Feans will modestly admit that he or a part of the
incompetents, the unCASINO FOR CLOUDCROFT.
X the fine points of the game, X is not putting it any too strong when fortunate, the failures in life.
X Mr. Bryan has played the en- X he says:
Cloudcroft is to have a new bowling
X tire convention into his own X
"There isn't any call quite so insisENTERPRISE.
and casino to cost $3,500. Burt
alley
X hands and his word is law.
X tent as the 'call of the
wild' the
It has cost the New Mexican some- Orndorff, manager of the Lodge at
But knowing Mr. Bryan, the X call to forest end mountain
X
and thing to keep the dear public in Santa Cloudcroft, is
arranging for the build- X American people will pause to X streams. Roswell is particulary fa- Fe posted on the two
great national ing of the new bowling alleys ariu
X think before they place the na- X vored. One owning an automobile conventions.
Its bulletin board has
X tion in jeopardy by the elec- X can make the trip into the historic served the purpose of a morning daily amusement place at Cloudcroft. Four
standard alleys will be installed when
X tion of any candidate on any X White and Sacramento
peaks and and more, for a minute after the bal- the building is done. The construc
X platform he may write. And X crags in a half day; three days will lot was taken at Baltimore at 8:15
tion to be done by the Southwestern
X after all, the years of RepubliX give one a delightful excursion with o'clock this morning, the tabulated
which owns the resort.
X can success, the years of pros- X little expense to Santa Fe and return. vote was posted on the New Mexican system,
bulletin
bealmost
ten
X perity Republican regimes have X
hours
board,
the
automobi'e
"Truly
has worked
X made, show that the people do X wonders with the New Mexico roads. fore the evening dailies are on the
X think and think hard at least X Any way one goes it is good travel- street and more than twenty hours before the morning dailies brought the
X before voting in a national X ing, and delightful.
Closing Quotations.
X election.
X
"Several parties are thinking of news to their readers.
New York, June 2S. Call money
The New Mexican is glad to say
X
X making the
to
the
little
2
ancient
trip
Prime paper 4l-4- ;
Silver
that Santa Fe appreciates its daily,
X
X city the capital of the new
613-8- ;
state.
Mexican dollars 48; Copper
and that Santa Fe s
busithis is the least expensive and nessmen
Tin 46.50 48; Lead
A GREAT NEWS SERVICE.
advertise, and advertise lib- 16.75 17.37
more interesting than any for one
Suin its columns, thus enabling 4.404.50; Amalgamated 85
erally,
It was a splendid service that the with an automobile who only wishes
Atchison 1071-2- ;
Great
the New Mexican to keep right up to gar 130
.Associated Press rendered its news- to spend three or four days away from
New York Central
the scratch in serving the people of the Northern 134
papers the past two weeks. With business.
Northern Pacific 120
ReadSouthwest in every way that a news- 117
much foresight, it had gathered nomSouthern Pacific 109
"Starting out in the morning you paper should serve a commonwealth ing 1671-8- ;
Union Pacific 169
inating and keynote speeches for both glide over the best automobi'e
Steel 70
pfd.
road and its people.
conventions and mailed them in good in the United States after
111.
you strike
time for all its papers to use. At both the Roswell Auto company mail line LAND DEAL NEAR
Lead and Spelter.
conventions every detail was carefully route. Little impresses one exceptSt. Louis, Mo., June 28. Lead firm
DEXTER IS BIG ONE.
watched and it seemed as if the Asso4.421-2- ;
Spelter strong 6.957.00.
ing the magnitude of the country, unciated Press representatives sat in til you leave
Grain and Provisions.
and Encino, then
Dexter, N. M., June 28. The intenVaughn
the very innermost councils of all fac- you
Chicago, III., June 28. Wheat, July
begin to hear the birds sing, smell sive improvement of 480 acres of land
tions and parties and were in position the warm breath of the
109
Sept. 105
located
four
miles
of
west
is
Dexter,
pines, see the
to flash out the news before it had left little
Corn July 75
Sept.
the object of a deal which was constream
as it. ripples on, not;
the committee rooms and the council
Oats July 48
ept. 40
of the wild flowers in their summated the fore part of this week
beauty
chambers. The running story, as
Pork July 1S.57
which
Gill
of
the
farm
160
acres
by
and
richness
and
and
in
drink
the
color,
events, most of them unforeseen, hapLard July 10.85.
the Hendrickson farm of 320 acres are
of the mountain air.
Ribs July 10.47
pened, was accurate and brilliant, and fragrance
to
deeded
the
Pomona
ranch
company.
"The little canyons at first begin to
the millions of readers of Associated
Wool.
By the
John B. Gill of
Press newspapers had drawn for them close in as it were, and you are Roswell arrangement
St. Louis, Mo., June 28. Wool marand
Fred
Hendrickson
and
amidst
the
of
hills.
God's
glory
a word picture that presented vividly
ket steady; territory and western me"In some quiet spot where the over- Henry Witter consolidate their hold- diums
the stormy scenes at Chicago and
20
24; fine mediums 1820;
in
this
are
Their
ings
vicinity.
plans
Baltimore, much more graphically to hanging banks of the streams are to plant the major portion of the en- fine 1217.
covered
with
masses
of
so
mind
if
their
than
green moss,
they bad been in
tire tract to orchard to
Chicago.
the crowds that sat In the convention delicate, yet so beautiful, and where trees, grade roads and plant shade
111., June 28.
Cattle ReChicago,
the
balls. The Associated Press franchise the water is calm and deep; you open entire tract into five, ten and
Market strong. Beeves
Is invaluable to the newspaper for- your lunch basket and refresh the In- acre tracts to be placed on the twenty ceipts, 2,000.
market $5.759.C0; Texas steers, $5.907.60;
ner self and think it is good
tunate enough to possess it.
tj be at a later date.
Western Steers, $C.307.80; stockers

heifers,

Yearlings, $4.50 G.70; lambs, native, $4.00(f( 7.25; western, $4.25 7.50;
spring lambs, $5.00S.G5.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., June 2S. Cattle-Rece- ipts
2,000, including 100 southerns. Market steady to strong. Native
steers $6.509.50; southern steers
$5.258.65; southern cows and heifers
$:i.506.00; native cows and heifers
$3.50 8.90; stockers and feeders $4.25
7.00; bulls $3.75 5.75; calves $4.00

western steers $5.759.00;
7.75;
western cows $:!.50(g6.50.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 4,000.
strong to 5c higher. Bulk of sales
$7.557.62
heavy
?7.407.60;
packers and butchers $7.457.60;
lights $7.307.55; pigs $G.0O6.75.
Sheep
Receipts 4,000. Market
lambs
$4.0005.00;
$6.50CtS.50;
range wethers and yearlings $4.00i6.00; range ewes $3.00t
Muttons

steady.

R.

J.

4t
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Pos-ibl-
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Assistant Cashier.

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

M.

FE,

S. A. AKINS,

.

.

.

.

Proprietor.

V;

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

New York, June 2S. Spot cotton
closed' quiet and five points higher.
Middling uplands 11.65; middling gulf
11.90. No sales.

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

j

BASEBALL

Meals, 50 Cents.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
National League.
Won Lost Pet.
.810
11
47
New York

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

j

Chicago
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Boston

...

.593
.579
.531
.411
.396
.370
.317

24
24
30
33
32
41
43

35
S3

Pittsburg

34
23
21
25
20

American League.
Won Lost

Washington
Philadelphia
Cleveland

30
IS
17

Detroit
New York
St. Louis

'

Western League.

Pet.

.667
21
.587
26
.585
27
.5S3
25
.483
31
.462
35
.316
39
42 " .288

43
37
38
35
29

Boston
Chicago

Won

Lost

Pet.

St. Joseph
S'oux City
Omaha
Des Moines
Denver

39
34
34

Wichita

33
26
25

26
30
31
30
33
34
35
37

.600
.531
.523
.516
.500
.493
.435
.403

.

32
33

Lincoln
Topeka

THE RESULTS TODAY.
National.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths, 7 Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

Coronado Restaurant
i&

1
0

Hot

k

Electric Lights

Cold Baths.

::

::

Francisco Street

222 San

Regular Meals 25c

Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

6 10
4 7

Brooklyn

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

.

;

R. H. E.

At Philadelphia
Philadelphia

steam heat, electric lights.

Short Orders run Day

,.

G.

LL'PE

HERRERA.

Prop.

Batteries: Rixey, Shutz, Alexander
and Dooin; Ragon and Miller.
American.
R. H. E.

At Boston
Boston
New York

5 11
8

"..4

Bedient, Hall and
Ford and Sweeney.

Batteries:

4

IS

Car-riga-

National (First game.)
R. H. E.
At New York
New York
..10 14 0
3 10 4
Botson
Batteries: Mathewson and Meyers,
Wilson; Donnelly and Rariden.
At Chicago
Chicago ,

How About That Fire Insurance?

2

YOUR

PROPERTY

Think About

FULLY PROTECTED?

It!- -

Then Act!

--

THE JWOULTON - ESPE COMPANV
GENERAL AGENTS.

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

v

R. H. E.

....,.;...,..

3 11

0

'.'..iVl. ;j
Pittsburg
Batteries: Lavender and Archer;

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

Robinson and Gibson.

EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.

At Philadelphia (2d game) R. .H E.

Philadelphia
Brooklyn

4-

7

8

9

2
2

Batteries: Curtis, Seaton, Moore and
Killifer, Dooin; Barger and Irwin.
American (First game).
R. H. E.
At Washington

Philadelphia

4

Washington

3

Batteries:

Coombs and
Vaughn, Engel, and Henry.

7
7

MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN BLANKETS,

2

Thomas;

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
Send for Price List.
1 19 Don
Gaspar Avenue.
ACDIDENT & HEALTH INSURANCE.

Easy Payments.
A

Very Small Monthly Cash Premium

Easy Payments

Will Give You

BEST COMBINATION ACCIDENT AND HEALTH IMSURANCE WRITTEN

Association.
At Columbus Louisville 2; Colum.
bus 3.
American (Second game)
R. H. E.
At Boston
6 12 2
Boston
New York
.4 8 4
Batteries: Carrigan Warhop and

Illness and Accident Benetfls pay you

Street.

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY."
National League.
Boston at New York.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
Pittsburg at Chicago.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
American League.
Chicago at Detroit.
Cleveland at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Washington.
New York at Boston.

to

Let Us Explain It to You.

GENERAL AGENTS

6 ,NEW

II

Ij
Y
i
IR
VV

,

$20.00

.

per month.

$120.00

This Policy Covers Every Accident and Every Illness

,

Western League.
Topeka at Wichita.
Lincoln at Denver.
St. Joseph at Omaha.
Sioux City at Des Moines.

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

RUGS, PILLOW

1

wide-awak- e

4

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

PALACEl
THE
N.
SANTA

j

MAKKETVREPOR T

HUGHES,

B. READ.

t.

Cotton.

ii

j

J.

PALEN, President.

L. A.

4.25.

z

bos-sis-

Market
western,

i.?,h'fj 5.15.

fe

d

S. 50;

10.000.
Sheep Receipts,
steady. Native, $3.20g5.Hi;

12,-00-

i

$2.70

S.50.

xxxxxxxxxxx

Penny-backe-

cows and
calves, $5.50

an dfeeders,

ng

money-transmitti-

.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Staie, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal ancj collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized worid on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

'

HALL & HALL

MEXICAN PRINTING
Local Agents for

"Elastic" Booktase
and Desk combined,
A

Desk Unit whh few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Rciomyconvenkniattrac- -

Htttiet'iXwrite ot pooae
us about it.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

Business

Then when he rites with the rest
To lilt a timid voice
And some cue asks him who will be
His Presidential choice
This declaration proud and pat
Will issi(e- from his throat;
"I always vote the same old way
That mother used to vote."
Minna Irving in .New York Sun.

H. f

W. E. GSIFFIN

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

EsfabHshed (856.

PERSONAL MENTION
MOTHER'S POLITICS.
hi years to come when women vote
Ami have a right to mix
In every wrangle on the map,
Including politics,
When national conventions meet
With bonnets in the van,
Among the female delegates
Perchance may be a man.

Your Patronage Solicited
.

home to Santa Fe after a visit at
Mountainair.
Journal.
Albuquerque
United States Court Commissioner
Frank Staplin, of Karuiington, accompanied by his wife, arrived in Ijis Vegas this afternoon. Las Vegas Optic.
Solomon Luna who returned yesterday from the national Republican convention in Chicago, left today for his
home in Los Lunas. Albuquerque
Herald.
Roman Tenorio of ripos Weils was
a passenger on the northbound train
today on his way to Hanta Fe to attend to some Uusiite.-- s matters.
ia News.
Attorney John C. Lewis, of the
law fir:i of Wilso" fi-- Lewis, retimed
yesterday from a several days' visit
t i Santa Fe. where he went on
legal
business. Albuquerque Journal.
Leroy O. Moore, assistant United
States attorney, wen: to Albuquerque
to attend the hearing of Jose Chavez,
'
charged with smuggling ammunition
across to Mexico, which wi'l be held
today.
The following well known Albuqnev- que businessmen arrived last evening
in automobiles and left this morning
for the Duke City; ('. s. Quiokel, A. W.I
t.ocrtwin and son, W. H. Springer, Jacob Korher, J. X. Cladding and F. V
Lanham.
Rt. Rev Cameron Mann, bishop of
the Episcopal church in Xorth Dakota,'
will arrive' in Santa Fe tonight to re-- !
main over Sunday and will take the
service at the church of the Holyj
Faith. Bishop Mann will be the guest
of Major and Mrs. Palen.
j
C. A. Whited ran down to
Valley
Ranch, below Gloriela on Saturday!
evening, and returned at midnight Sun-day with a fine string of ten mountain!
trout, one of which was fourteen inch-es long. The others were about
ten
inches and Mr. Whited was well pleas- ed with the results of his outing.
Ra-- '
ton Reporter.
R. E. Morrison of Prescott, Arizona.
son of Judge A. L. Morrison and recognized as the Republican Taft leader
in Arizona, arrived last
evening on a
visit to his father on his way home
from the Chicago convention. He will
leave this evening. Mr. Morrison de- sires the Xew Mexican to express the
appreciation of the Arizona Taft dele-- i
gation for the solid vote that. Xew
Mexico gave in favor of seating the
Arizona delegation in the contest
brought against it by the Roosevelt
forces.
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Incorporated

E. W.

DeVarps Day, July 5th!

to
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the Duke City.

returned last night
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Great Bargains:
--

We Do What We Advertise

IN-

MILLINERY
the balance

of

Corsets! Corsets! Corsets!

this month

j

We Have

Just Recceived a New Shipment of

Corsets
Worcester
Royal GIVE
THE STY LI; AND PRICE

MRS. W. UNDilARDT,
125 Palace Ave.

AND

YOU

CAN

CORSET YOU DESIRE.
We Invite You to Call and Look af

nrgia, Underwood 2S.
Idaho, Clark S.
Illinois, C'l.u K ."s.
Indiana, Marshall 30.
Iowa, Clark 26.
Kansas. Clark 20.
Kentucky, Clark 26.
Louisiana, Clark 11; Wilson 9.
Maryland, Clark, 16.
Maine, Clark 1; Wilson II.
.Massachusetts, passed
.Michigan, Marshall, 1; Harmon, 4;
Clarke, 14; Wilson, 11.
Minnesota, Wilson, 24.
Mississippi, Underwood, 20.
Missouri, Clark. M6.
Montana, Clark, s.
Nebraska, Harmon, I; Clark, 12.
Nevada, Clark, 6.
New Hampshire, Clark, 7; Wilson,
G

JULIUS H. GERDES,

T!-e-

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

THEY ARE GOING!

Colonel W. S. Hopewell returned
last night to Albuquerque.
Ladies' White Embroidered Dresses, S6.50 value forj
George H. Keeper of Gallup is a
Ladies' All Silk Dresses, SI5.00 value, for .
$9.45
visitor at the Capital today.
ON LAWNS, SUMMER
E. R. Russell of Las Vegas, is ia
Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $10.00 value, for
$6.85
ONE-THIRD
Santa Fe on a business trip.
SILKS
FOULARDS
A. K. Moss of Velarde, a rancher, is
SILK
LADIES' BLACK
JACKETS, LATEST STYLES, AT
transacting business here today.
F
THEIR COST.
A
John Collier of the mounted police
of
HATS
SUMMER
went to Albuquerque last evening.
one.
it
one-thi- rd
off.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor l.tieras are in
New Jersey, Underwood, 2; Clark,
m Santa
Fe visiting relatives. Estancia
ADOLF
V)
2; Wilson, 24.
5
News.
New Mexico, Clarke, 8.
4
Do not miss the new line of novelties in COLLAR and
r
Good Roads Engineer J. D.
New York Harmon, 90.
'
has gone from Magdalena to
CUFF SETS from IS cents up.
,
North Carolina, Underwood 5; HarLas Vegas.
mon. 2
Wilson, 16
SI
Miss Williams and Miss Unit's of
North
Dakota,
Wilson, in.
APRONS
of
The very best
IP- - PA-fi- ne
Baltimore, tourists, are in the city for
Ohio, Harmon, :',:; Clark, 1; Wilson,
a
visit.
brief
SPECIAL SALE OF
3C.
ullw.
qualities of Ginghams and Percales
11; Bryan, 2; not voting, 1.
C. F. Lucas is in Santa Fe from hi3
deleOhio was challenged, poll of
home at Espanola.
gation ordered.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted
VOILES and COTTON ENGLISH;
Ohio, Harmon :!:!; Wilson 13; Bryan
police force has gone to Albuquerque
WELTS The very latest in Nov1; Kern 1.
on official business.
elties for White Summer Suits. 1
Ct.m'usien in vote. Ohio passed for:
William Reed of Cincinnati and A.
the present.
They are nobby and you should see them
Romero of Springfield,
are
Ohio,
Oklahoma, Chirk 10; Wilson 10.
guests at the Coronado.
Oregon, Wilson 10.
and
Mr.
and
AT REDUCED PRICES
Winship
George
Taylor
WE HAVE MADE A BIG SLASH IN
Pennsylvania. Wilson 73; Harmon !.
Mrs. J. R. Trimmer of Miami, X. M.,
Wilson
two
Clark
and
voles
gained
are in the city on a brief trip.
lost two in Ohio on the third ballot.
Miss Laura Wood and Miss Alva
John W. Kern got his first vote from
Smith will give soap bubble party toOhio.
night to a number of their friends.
A Well Selected Stock to Please Every Taste
Clark lost 3
votes in Tennessee
Juan Navarro of Mora, a member of
en the third ballot. Wilson made no
and Every Purse.
the state legislature, was a visitor in
'
gain.
Las Vegas today. Las Vegas Optic.
Wi'son gained one vote in PennsylAKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
Julius Staab of Albuquerque, 'well
vania on the third bailot.
known attorney, is here for a meeting
Rhode Island Clark, 10.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET
H
P. 0. Box, 219.
Phone 36.
of the bar examiners of which he is
South Carolina, Wilson, IS.
a member.
FIVE BALLOTS BY DEMOCRATS
South Dakota. Wilson, 10.
George IT. Tucker, of Chloride, state
WITHOUT RESULT.
Tennessee, Clark, 5; Wilson, 6
representative from Sierra county,
Harmon. 4; Underwood, S
went to Albuquerque from here last
(Continued from Page One.)
Texas, Wilson, 40.
FIRE
evening.
INSURANCE
FIRE
Utah, Clark.
Wilson, 6
Mrs. B. Archibald and Mrs. J. A. Tal-leat
4:12
m.
8.
p.
Wilson,
Vermont,
the
of Albuquerque, are enjoying
UNITED STATES
IN
Second Ballot.
THERE ARE
Wilson, 9
Virginia, Clark,
beautiful Santa Fe climate on a visit
ea
Your earning power is
I
yearThe
second
ballot
1
for
the Presiden- Underwood, !.
to this city.
I
worth protection against
tial nomination was called at 4:20
certainly
14.
Clark,
Washington.
Jacob Klein, chief of the AlbuquerI
freouent losses. Then is not the
p. m.
1
West Virginia, Clark, 16.
-BONDS
que fire department and Dr. P. J.
24.
fact that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
OF
ILLNESS
CASES
Alabama, Underwood,
Wisconsin, Clark, 7; Wilson, 19.
of the Duke City, were visitors
Arizona, Clarke, C.
known or unknown, is covered by
Wyoming, Clark, 6.
here yesterday.
Arkansas, Clark is.
the FIDELITY AND CASUALTY DISABILITY POLICY
Alaska, Clark, 4; Wi'son, 2.
S
State Treasurer O. X. Marron left
California, Clark, 2C.
' today for Santa Fe to look after afDistrict of Columbia, Clark, 6.
worthy of careful consideration and consequent action?
12.
Colorado, Clark,
Hawaii, Clark, 2; Wilson, 3; Underfairs in the treasurer's office. AlbuConnecticut, Ha'dwin, 14.
$ querque Herald.
wood, 1.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Deleware, Wilson, 6.
Porto Rico, Clark, 3; Wilson, 3.
has returned from 3
We
every- - $ R. J. Ctichton
Florida, Underwood, 12.
1.
Massachusetts,
35;
Clark,
Wilson,
on
north
the Panchuella,
fishing trip
LIABILITY
HEALTH
Georgia, Underwood, 2S.
ACCIDENT
Massachusetts made no change in
ft of Santa Fe.
x
of First-Cla- ss
He brought home a
8.
Idaho,
Clark,
on
vote
its
the
third
ballot.
good catch of trout.
Illinois, Clark, 5S.
Fourth Ballot.
The following party came 'n autoIndiana, Marshall, 30.
The fourth ballot was ordered
at
mobiles from Lamy yesterday: Bruce
6:05 p. m.
Iowa, Clark, 2(1.
Ismay, W. C. Hays and C. A. Shep-- ,
Kansas, Clark, 20.
hard. They returned today.
Kentucky, 2C.
RAMIREZ ARRESTED AT EL
.T
RoJ loo
Pknn
J. M. Shimer, a former univerLouisiana, Clark, 11; Wilson, 9.
PASO FOR SMUGGLING.
a Rev.student,
on
his
is
in
way
the
city
Maine, Marshall, 2; Clark, 1; Wil
1 19 San Francisco St.,
: - : - Santa Fe, New Mexico, jjj sity
J(
son, 9.
Casmiro Ramirez, who c'aims to be
Maryland, Clark, 1G.
a resident of Big Spring, Tex., was arMassachusetts, Clark, 35; Wilson, 1. rested at El Paso by United States
Michigan passed.
Marshal Hillebrand, on complaint of
C.
Minnesota, Wilson, 21.
1, E. Ross, of the
department of j
Mississippi, Underwood, 20.
415 Palace Avenue.
amon the charge of smuggling
::::
Phone. Black 204.
THE LATEST IN
Missouri, Clark, 3fi.
Ramirez says
munition to Mexico.
Montana, Clork, S.
that he knows nothing of the smugNebraska, Harmon, 4; Clark, 12.
gling charge, as he came to El Paso
and Early
For
Nevada, Clark, G.
to attend to some business. His case
t
License Numbers,
New Hampshire, Clark, 7; Wilson, 1.
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
Fall W ear.
is being investigated.
It is alleged
New Jersey, Sulzer, 2; Clark, 2; that he carried ammunition
Next Door to Postoffice,
from a
Wi'son, 24.
local hardware store to a house on
in
New Mexico, Clark, 8.
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
of
the river bank with the intention
SILVER.
STERLING
New
90.
York, Harmon,
Southeast of Plaza.
smuggling it to Mexico.
Silverware.
North Carolina, Underwood, 7
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table
R. W. Hicks, arrested on the charge
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
Wilson, 16
Harmon,
of accepting a bribe while a witness
North Dakota, Wilson, 10.
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
in the federal court, was given a pre
KAUNE
CO. Ohio. Bryan, 1; Clark, 2; Harmon, liminary hearing Thursday morning
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS SJOiNES
31; Wilson, 11.
and he was bound over to await the
San Francisco;
SEND THEM TO
Oklahoma, Clark, 1; Wilson, 10.
action of the federal grand jury and
Street- Reliable Jeweler
Oregon, Wilson, 10.
his bond fixed at $1,000.
Pennsylvania, Harmon, 3; Bryan, 1;
for
Wilson, 72.
THINK THISTLES CAUSE
Rhode Island, Clark, 10.
OF HAY FEVER.
N.
M.
EAST
LAS
:
VEGAS,
South Carolina IS.
South Dakota, Wilson, 10.
Tucumcari, X. M., June 2S. Tucum-caiianWilson
Clark 8
Tennessee,
aie suffering at present from
;
C
be
Underwood 3; Harmon
an epidemic of hay fever, caused, it is
AT TESUQUE, FORMER
not voting
thought, by the widespread growth of
WELT-ME40.
Wilson,
Texas,
in
the
this vicinity,
Russian, thistle
R
Week
Wilson, G
weed at this time being in full flower.
Utah, Clark, 1
COMRANCHES
8.
Vermont, Wilson,
Local physicians have been busy keepClark, ing the afflicted comfortable.
It Is
Virginia, Underwood, 14;
BINED.
1
said that a treatment based on the
Wilson, 9
600
well fenced. One-ha- lf
theory of the thistle being the acWashington, Clark, 14.
sell
tive factor, is being worked upon at
Wst Virginia, Clark, lfi.
We
present with hopes of success. Large
Wisconsin, Clark, 7; Wilson, 19.
of
quantities of the growth in question
Advise
poor
Wyoming. Clark, 6.
were cut and destroyed last year, but
Alaska, Clark, 4; Wilson, 2.
for
i
summer
a
this
has
6.
developed
larger
District of Columbia, Clark,
126-- 4
Clark, 2; ciop than ever.
Hawaii, Underwood, 1;
3.
Wilson,
DAYTON BANK STOCK IS
Just Received, a New Line of
Porto Rico, Clark, 3; Wilson, 3.
full
CHANGING HANDS.
Michigan, Marshall, 1; Harmon, 4;
before
Dayton, X. M., June 28 That there
Clark, 14; Wilson, 11.
Clark, is considerable interest manifest in
you Tennessee, Harmon, 5
by
&
Underwood, 3; Wilson, G; not and around Dayton is evidenced
nice 8
a considerable amount
that
the
fact
1.
voting,
When Ohio had voted on the second of Dayton bank stock has recently
You Are
changed hands. Dr. M. B. Culpepper,
ballot, more than the necessary
k"
A. A. Kaiser and B. P. Williams being
had voted against Clark as the
Cordially Invited to
the purchasers. Dr., Culpepper will
MEXICO
noma
to
HISTORY
candidate,
prevent
leading
Call and
continue as president of the instituination.
a
in
been
which
he
has
tion,
position
No Election on Third Ball.ot.
Inspect Them.
6
indispensable In bringing about the
The most accurate ano km wruieu nisimj
Baltimore, Md., June 28 There was present favorable
condition of the
and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
tails of the
no change in the third ballot until bank.
New Mexico, as Mr. Read
sen era. It is the history of facts concerning
Maine was reached when Wilson gainFs
in themselves are priceless
that
documents
of
the
original
We Have Our First Arrival of
in
possession
ed two votes, cast on previous ballots
WILL MOVE BRIDGE FROM
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large CM
for Underwood. Massachusetts signiTO EL VADO.
CANTALOUPES
MOSQUITE
ficantly asked to be passed.
readable type
Mestlla valley folks will be asked to
From Imperial Valley. They Are Fine Maryland, Clark, 16.
Sl'ECIAM'RICKS TO KHUCATOR3.JSSTITUT10X3,
a petition to have the Mesquite
sign
Roll Call, Third Ballot.
MEXICO
instead
Vado
moved
down
to
bridge
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW
FIRST-CLAS- S
Alabama, Underwood 24.
of being rebuilt In its present location-Thto the Settlement
Meant
Kducatlon
6.
Clark
itav
Arizona,
Prt
A Concise Hi tory of the Imporwn
was washed
Mesquite
bridge
In
phamReafl.
Mr.
18.
Clark
ny
Our Stale,
CglUg
KAUNE
For Hire at Popular Price Buggie and Saddle Horses. X H.
GO. Arkansas,
and
in the State. Price.
the
water
the
only
home
Something
in
by
away
high
iL
be
should
every
26.
that
California, Clark
residents
say.
the
the
or
address
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
remain,
THEODORE CORRICK, Prop' j
approaches
:::
Colorado, Clark 12.
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office,
'
As Vado is more convenient for the
14.
Baldwin
Connecticut,
Phone Black 9.
'.
autnor,
jj
majority, they will ask that the bridge
Delaware, Wilson 6."
to
Vado
moved
the
crossing.
be
:
12.
Underwood
Florida,
j
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GOODS

SELIGMAN
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CARPETS

j

1

Lingeree Waists and Dresses.

Beginning Friday, June

21,

'

S. COMPANY

!

INSURANC

1

y

THE

III (Hill

REAL ESTATE

SURETY
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Mo-ra- n

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
have
Lands and Mining Property.
Investments.
thing in the line

I

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

O. C. WATSON & CO.

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,

"

i

I

FURNITURE

THE

White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.

.

Just Arrived!

MULLIGAN & RISING,

JAMES

McCONVERY,

WHITE FELT HATS

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Mid-Summ- er

66-6-

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

MISS A. MUGLER.

When Your Glasses Break

8

U S.

H. C. YONTZ,

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

STRAWBERRIES

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED

Will
at
Their Lowest
During
Beginning

s

51-2-

FOR SALE

Strongly

'

Buying
Preserving
Let us have your order
crate er more three
for
wanted. The
days
only way to get what
want and have them
and fresh and at the right
price.

CUSTOM MADE SHOES

GRIFFITH'S
Low High Top Shoes

City

B.TONNIES,

rAtinn
LCU1KL,
Property and Loans.

Tel.

2I2W

J

one-thir- d

ILLUSTRATED

Our Vegetable Line Is

ff

NEW

rj

struts

Always Complete.

J204W. Palace Ave.

STROBER and

Sixty acres,
fruit
under ditch.
trees, small fruits. Present owner must
health. Inquire
owing to

June 17.

BY FIRST MAIL.

t
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HACK SERVICE

i

(
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e

S.

a

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
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TAFT WON THE

FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1912

mm

IjJOLITIClIo

one-hal-

It Makes a Difference.
Theodore Roosevelt, defeated
and
FIGHT FAIRLY repudiated by the party that honored
him with the highest gift in its power, but confident and buoyant with
hope
So Declares Representative left of the success of his "new party"
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO- Chicago for New York. Roose- Dwight L. Elmendorf and
velt's departure was in striking conJames W. Chaves Who
W. H. Simpson Charmed
trast to his arrival just nine days
In effect Aoril 28th. 1912
(Head IViwiO
(Read Up)
Was at Chicago
ago. Then, like Xapoleon, he was acWith Capital
STATION d
,
(1)2 (2)' 12 (H) 20
claimed as the "Conquering
)ll (1)1 (3) is. M'lles
Hero."
Thousands upon thousands thronged
a in
a m
a in
p m
p ui
p rri
9 .)
0
SECRETARY
.OF
DELEGATION the streets and boulevards and
l,v.. Des Moines. N. M...Ar
900
gave BUT
4
40
NEEDED
8 50
Kunialcto
A
10 06
11
8 30
GOODJOjTJS
him a noisy Rooseveltian
liedmau
greeting.
10 20
16
8
15
Oapullu
When
he
he
folded his tent and
left,
10 35
20
8 05
Vldll
7 45
25
1050
Hadley Could Have Had Nomi- stole quietly away. There was no Trip to Cliff Dwellings in Rito
Thompson
11 00
7 35
Meloetio
is
demonstration.
Even the police detail
11 10
nation For Presidency on
7 25
31
UunnliiKbam
de Los Frijeles Proved
II 85
had dwindled to a corporal's guard as
42
6 50
Clifton House
12 05
Ticket
8 30
49
T,v
Ar ... Union, N. M
Republican
to the army of bhrecoats
Enjoyable.
compared
Ar ii 45
if,
t.v
0
Hilton, N . M
which escorted him to his hotel on
I
9 24
7
""ton Ponse
Representative .lames V. Chaves o: his arrival. Denver News.
I 48
""?S
S 07
Dwight L. Elmdorf, of New York,
2 05
8 50
65
Junction
Koonlr
Torrance
of the
county, chairman
The Whiskey Creek Bill.
6S
the well known lecturer, and William
8 20
Oolfax
,2 flo
House finance committee, who return75
8 02
303
1'errososo
The people of Arenas valley would
H. Simpson, of Chicago,
82
7 45
3 20
Lv
Ar
(Hmarron
ed this week from the Chicago con- express thanks to the Grant
general ads 30
00
5
county
Ar
am
Ulnmrron
l,v
was
of
3 S3
86
the New representatives in the state legisla- vertising agent of the Santa Fe system,
vention,
4 52
Nash
secretary
3 48
42
Si
Hnrlon
Mexico delegation and therefore had
4 05
4 25
ture, viz Messrs W. B. Walton, Rob- who spent two days in Santa Fe and
94
Ut9 Park, N. M...Iv
Ar
much insight into the events that oc- ert H. Boulware
and Arthur S. Good-el- vicinity, have lcit for 'he Grand
pm
curred behind the curtains at the great
for their efforts in securing the Canon. Mr. Elmendorf "s last visit
convention. Chaves went as a RooseConnects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
of an act, recently approved was in 1S97, and before
that in 1S85,
velt man, and returns a firm believer passage
M.
X.
at
meets
N.
trains
M.,
Van
for
Preston,
Houten,
the
Stage
by
governor,
changing the name and he declares that Santa Fe has
in Taft and predicts his
9
a.
N.
at
for
M.,
N.
m.,
daily
M.,
Elizabetktown,
Ute
Park,
of Whiskey creek to Rio de Arenas, lost none of ''ts chams
Stage leaves
without a doubt. He saw enough, and
although it is
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 oue wav, $2.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- heard
and the region contiguous thereto as gradually changing !nto a more modof
at
enough
Roosevelt,
Chicago Arenas
gage carried free.
valley; and would request the ern city. Mr. Simpson's
to turn him and other delegates away
last visit
C. & S, train leaves Des Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
of the newspapers here was with the late W. E. Curfrom their hero whose ways and man hearty
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
ners offended some of the Rough Rid-- , o' Miver v lty and the citizens gener- tis. Both visitors went out to the
(1) Daily.
ally in making the change effective. It Rilo de los Frijoles and took
ei s closest menus.
M.
F.
WILLIAMS,
pictures
(2) Daily except Sundays.
the earnest desiie of the peopie of the Cliff
lis
General Passenger Agent.
Mr. Chaves declares that
Dwelling scenery that will
yester- o' Arenas
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
that
former
name
the
valley
be
in
used
the Elmendorf lectures as
day's Associated Press dispatch that be
dropped and the official name well as in Santa Fe literature.
Hadley of Missouri might
in
current speech as scon as
have had the nomination for the pres-- i adopted
Mr. Elmendorf, whose travelogues
,ossibleor and in behalf of the
idency, is based on absolute fact. Mr.
formerly were .evoted entirely to for
of
C.
Arenas
C.
Batepeople
valley.
Chaves asserts that the forty minute
eign countries, will this year have
demons! rat ion for Hadley was spon- - man' Fort Bayard, ' M.
five travelogues on the United States
It Was a Mistake.
taneous and absolutely overwhelming.
one of these is to commence at
ue ueeve Governor McDonald and
in its force
But Hadlev declined he- Santa Fe, thirty-fivpictures being
cause of his frail health, and because, maae a rave mistake when he vetoed
taken yesterday for that purpose.
as the Associated Press stated yester- th:lt )art of the appropriation bill
Among the residences photographed
day, of his loyalty to Roosevelt, the wnu'n av the commissioner of pub- - to show the
adaptation of the old
Rough Rider refusing to get out of 1,0 lands (v"0 to be expended for
style and adobe architecture
Spanish
work.
The
migration
to
consent
to
governor
or
gave
way
Hadley's
to modern demands, are those of S. G.
nomination. Mr. Chaves cannot speak as nis reason that the commissioner
B. Renehan, Bronson Cut
loo highly of Hadley as a man and as,'s already overburdened with responsi-r- . Morley, A.
bilities and work. We will agree with ting and others. Of the Morley rest- political leader.
U
l...
.V.!., .
,1.. uuf"-i. 6 dence, several interior views were
lm'cul'"
' u,u e woula
On the other ha ml rho fume(ra.i
further
and
it would go bet taken. Pictures were also taken at
that
say
tion led by a woman with a portrait
ot Roosevelt, was manufactured and ter far for him to work harder and the V. S. Indian school and at Tesu.
more responsibilities than to al- que.
paid for, the woman being an actress have
low
the
to
immigration
itElmendorf
Mr.
campaign
and cnmnuin
lectures regularly in
rpiinvi liavint, l yntxx.
ii.,t one
""""b
cease. The bureau of immigration in all of the
was paid $l,()on tor the stunt.
large cities, and the views
the past few years has been one of after being used in his
The part taken by National Commit- lectures, will
state institutions which has more he
in his superb travelogues.
teeman Solomon Luna in the commit- - the
printed
thnti
ite
ii.ni. nn,l "c
'
IN
nf ,vl,l,.V, ), ! .!,
It can readily be understood that this
J
makers of New Mexico is of immense
or
in
advertising vahie to
veterme
service,
punii
jiueuiuei
will consider this subject among the
an Powell Clayton of Arkansas, alone
Santa Fe. Mr. Elmendorf incidentalfirst
that
very
they take up when they ly
exceeding him in years of service, was convene once more.
praised the management of the PalFarmington En- ace Hotel as giving as fine a service
absolutely consistent, says Mr. Chaves,
and it was readily seen that Mr. terprise.
as is to he found at any high class
Republicans Get Busy.
i. unas quiet ways am! forceful char
tourist hotel, and also Secretary J. S.
The Berna'illo
county Republican Harris of the Chamber of Commerce.
acter made him one of the strong men
club will hold a meeting Saturday
of the committee.
The fianie-uof
Both Elmendorf and Simpson insist
the Roosevelt contests, even in Cali- - nlS"t, reorganize and get in shape for that before Santa Fe can
hope to
and
effective work during the draw a
fornia, was so palpably flimsy, that at'tive
great amount of tourist travel
even the Roosevelt national commit- - cming campaign.
The folowing
ir. must be made easier for
tourists to
in most instances voted to Ure nas Den issued:
reach the cliff dwellings, the moun1 am
'
seai the Taft contestees.
requested by members of the
the surrounding pueblos and
Ia, Kepubliean club of Bernalillo tains,
Mr. Chaves snnt.-to nrvon
D. & R. Q.
on
all other points of interest. Good
of
I
which
was'
county,
and
chairman,
with many of ins
reads are the prime consideration. At
Fe.
D.
T. F. &
A.,
Senators and statesmen I feel in duty bound to call a meeting present, the traveler stops off a San-of
said
for
e'ub,
whom he knew from his service in
Saturday, June 29,
Fe only on his way to or from the
o'clock p. m., at the offices
Washington where as an erupioyt of 1912, at
coast. To Colorado Springs,
thouii.e House, he met every member of of Attorney John W. Wilson, Room sands come as the
terminus of their
Cromwell
15,
building, Albuquerque,
Congress and many others of ihose
tiip. Colorado Springs has provided
Xew Mexico.
'iLo make history
iio'iMe i lv.
Die
and attractions to keep tourroads
11 is
weather in Chicago was no' ju!y cool,
Proposed at said meeting to ist there all summer and all winter,
nPW
but decidedlv cold, during ihs
officers and to reorganize
elect
giving him enough variety to keep
ti.-and equip said club for effective work him
busy seeing it all. Santa Fe has
during the tiisuiny campaign. All many more attractions than Colorado
members
of
said
club and other ReROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
BEAVERS AT LIBERTY
Springs but has not yet utilised them,
publicans interested will please take the poor roads
IN
SANTA
FE
making it a hardship
RIVER.
of
Point
be West
the Southwest"
A. A. SEDILLO. to visit
notice, accordingly.
places like the Cliff Dwellings,
Ranked by United States War DeFormer Game Warden T. P. Gable Isthe Santa Fe Canon, the Lake Peaks,
InitiatALL GETTING READY FOR
partment as "Distinguished
sued Permit Last Winter; Water
the Indian pueblos, north and south.
ion." Army officers detailed by Wai
DE VARGAS PAGEANT. Both
i
visitors urge Santa Fe to retain
Company Wants Animals.
Department.
enough of the old landmarks and
Committees
Through Academic course, preparRePort
That Event W'11 Spanish aspects to maintain it a
The Santa Fe Water and Light Cnm-- i
Be
ing young men for college or business
GrefteSt " "i'tory of the
.any is placing beavers In the Santa
city unique among the municipalities
lite. Great amount of open air work.
An'ent Capital- Fe river, the object being to permit!
of the nation. Mr. Simpson promised
Healthiest location of any Military
T,le I)e Varsas committees met that
the little animals to build dams which
Santa
Fe
will
feabe
Bchool in the Union. Located In the
,ast PV(,,linK at H'e Palace of the
in turn will keep the water
tured much more extensively in Santa
during the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
months from flowing to waste ernors- T'ie finance committee
Fe Railway literature than ever beof the West at an elevation of 3vutl
poried that it would raise a thousand fore. The forthcoming folder on the
rapidly.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
The permit to trap the beavers for cio"lll's for ,he fi(Js'a. Secretary Har-thi- s Grand Canon will give an entire page
day, but little rain or snow during the
purpose, was issued last winter ris r('l'01't1 .tbat he had distributed to Santa Fe and its attractions.
season.
by the then game warden, Thomas P. 2"r'"( '"ow and red b atons with the
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Gable. The first pair of beavers ar- - 1)13 Vargas legend, in the neighboring
ai; graduates from standard eastern
rived yesterday from Ties Piedras towns and villages. It was reported
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
where they were trapped by a deputy tnat "le United States Indian School
modern
heated,
furnished,
lighted and
game warden. The Water and Light would entertain the fifty Indians from
Id all respects.
Company pays the expense of catching S:n Juan and St. Catherine's the fifty
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
REGENTS
and transporting the beavers.
Indians from Tesuque, San Ildefonso
G.
W.
HAMILTON, Vice Pre.
Th.e animals arrived in a crate and ant' Santa Clara. In addition to
e
Quoth the raven "Battlemore!"
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
taken last night to a point near 'ticipating in the pageant, the Indians
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Monument Rock where they were set will dance. At the same time, the
t
It looks like the Clark boom was
and W. A. Fl.VLEY.
liberty. They will propagate rapid-- ' rangements for the annual Plaza Fete
kicked around by someone.
For particulars and illustrated
1." in the Santa
Fe river, it is believed, are progressing and July 5, will
address:
the colony will soon be one of tainlv be the greatest Red loiter Day
Let us trust that the Democratic
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON.
the attractions of the many along the in the history of the
Capital. Those donkey wi)l not make
an ass of himSanta Fe canyon and at the same time
Superintendent
in
De
the
participating
Vargas
self this week.
of much benefit.
geant had a practice drill last evening.
Most any red beaded man you meet
these days, is likely to be a Roosevelt
Ij
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SUMMER TOURIST RITES

e

-

TO

All

im-th- e

Stations East and West

C

FROM

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call or write to any
Agent or
P.
Santa
W.
Shea,

i.J

X

.

New Mexico Military

Institute

-'

j

i

Gov-spriu- g

-

re-s- o

REMARKS

FfLiJ

par-wer-

nr-a-

cer-an- d

pa-h- e

SUMMER i
TOURIST
FARES
On Sale Daily,

June 1st

Until September 30th, 1912. Low round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.

Diverse Routes

Liberal Stopovers

STATE LIMITED
AND SAVE

TO KANSAS CITY, II HOURS
TO ST.

LOUS,

to the

If Mr. Bryan writes that
platform,
we trust that it
jvill contain nothing,
that the Commoner can not editorially

support.

For Summer Breakfast
m

R.4

LI

I

Out of all the Roosevelt men froir
New Mexico it looks as though Bur-suhad the inside track. He had
a vote anyhow.

K3

W

"

with cream
a delicious food perfectly cooked at the factory
ready to serve at a moment's notice.

14 HOURS

7 HOURS

Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.

and

Appetizing crisp granules with a flavour different from
food is easily digested and full
anything else Grape-Nutof rich nourishment, including natural phosphate of potash
from wheat and barley, the vital tissue salt of the brain and
nerve cells.
Grape-Nut- s

TO CHICAGO,

As true friends of the
sport, the
Albuquerque papers ought to rush to
the defense of that dog fight.

s

VOIR VACATION IS SHORT USE THE

GOLDEN

supporter.

Gmteiisl

food is ideal for summer use.

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek,
Michigan.

General Huerta expects to pull off
another battle in a few days. The
General is a trifle premature. The
Baltimore convention' has not adjourned.

Ollie James is not the kind of a
statesman who fears to indu?ge in the
old fashioned kind of oratory. His
keynote

sounded

like one of Cunnel

Watterson's leading editorials.
m

f
have apportioned to it
of the
remaining profi(s, and the other half
HOW ONE
shall be apportioned to the common
stock, but nothing herein contained
construed to restrict the right
WOMAN WON ofshallthebeboard
of directors in the quantity of dividend to be paid after the
preference of the preferred stock shall
Her Health and Strength Back have been satisfied. The voting power
shall be lodged in the common stock.
Again by The Use of Cardui.
5. The incorporators, their
and the number of
address,
Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this shares for which each has subscribed
city, Mrs. E. C. Coram writes: "I was are as follows:
all weakened and worn out with woJohn H. Sloan, Santa Fe, New Mexmanly troubles. My husband brought ico, 100 shares.
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
R. H. Ross, Kansas City, Missouri,
the first day, it seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but, 100 shares.
A. B. Renehan, Santa Fe New Mexthanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
felt and looked like a new voman. I ico, 100 shares.
I
6. The corporation shall endure for
think the remedy is wonderful.
recommend it to my friends, for I hava fifty years.
received great benefit from it."
7. There may be any number of
Cardui acts specifically on the weakened womanly organs, strengthening directors not exceeding nine as the
the muscles and nerves, and building bylaws may provide, from time to
time.
them up to health.
nerS. The directors,
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
in their sound
vous system and relieves the effects o discretion, shall have the power to
both
and
mental
overwork,
physical.
make, alter and amend bylaws, subFifty years' successful use fully
to the control of the holders of
prove the merit of this purely vege- ject
common stock at the annual meeting
table, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live some or at any special meeting, of which
who have been benefited by Cardui.
notice has been duly given, provided
The beneficial effects of this time that no action shall be taken by stocktested woman's remedy, soon show holders upon the bylaws at any
special
themselves in many different ways.
meeting unless notice of intention to
Try it.
in a manner to be
affect the

m

Mr. Van Stone says there was no
cloudburst in the city of Estancia.
This is probably correct, for that
much water all at once at Estancia,
would doubtless attract more than
passing notice.
Subscribe
for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts al!
of the time and works for the.
upbuilding cf our new State.

post-offic- e

--

bylaws
specified shall have been given as the
bylaws or statute may require.
The agent in charge of the
4
principal office in this State and upon
HARRIMAN ROADS SHOW
whom process may be served in acPOOR MAY EARNINGS. tions against the Company shall be,
until otherwise provided, A. B. Rene(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) han.
9.
The incorporators shall be the
New York, N. Y., June 2S. Practically the only development of stock directors for the first three months or
market interest today was the formal until their successors shall be duly
announcement from the steel corpor- chosen and qualified.
In Witness Whereof we have hereation that it had met the recent price
advances in finished products made unto set our hands this 11th day of
Stocks opened June, 1912.
by its competitors.
JOHN H. SLOAN,
heavy, recovered before the expiration
A. B. RENEHAN,
of the first hour and later moved a
R. H. ROSS.
bit higher, hut the movement soon
State of New Mexico,
abated and extreme dullness ensued.
County of Santa Fe.
General electric was notable for its
On this 11th day of June, 1912,
rise of over three points, and a few
me personally appeared John H.
also
in
the special class
other issues
Sloan, R. H. Ross and A. B. Renehan,
registered gains. Bonds were steady. to me well known to be the same perLouisville and Nashville and Chesa- sons described in and who executed
peake and Ohio were bid up a point. the foregoing articles of incorporation,
What little movement there was in and acknowledged to me that they
the rest of the list appeared to be executed the same as their free act
downward, ostensibly on the poor May and deed,
earnings of the Harriman roads.
In Witness Whereof I Tiave 'hereunto
set my hand and notarial seal the day
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF and year in this certificate written.
STELLA V. CANNY,
SIERRA INN AND SANITARIUM.
(SEAL)
Notary Public.
State of New Mexico,
Office of the State Corporation Com- My commission expires April 19, 1913.
Endorsed: No. 7223, Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
mission.
It is hereby certified that there was 6. Page 171, Articles of Incorporation
filed for record in the office of the of Sierra Inn and Sanitarium ComState Corporation Commission of the pany.
Filed in office of State Corporation
State of New Mexico on the Ulth day
of June, A. D., 1912. 1 o'clock p. m. Commission June 13, 1912; 1 p. ni.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Articles of Incorporation of Sierra Inn
Clerk.
and Sanitarium Company (No. 7223)
and also that the following copy is a Compared EDL to JJO.
true and correct transcript of the State of New Mexico,
Office of the State Corporation Comoriginal now on file.
mission.
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair
It is hereby certified that there wac
man and Chief Clerk of said Commis
sion have hereunto set their hands filed for record in the office of the
and affixed the seal of said Commis State Corporation Commission of the
sion, at the City of Santa Fe, on this State of New Mexico on the 13th day
of June A. D., 1912. 1 o'clock p. m.
13th day of June A. D. 1912.
Certificate of Stockohlders'
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
of Sierra Inn and
Sanitarium
Chairman.
Attest:
Company No. 7224) and also that the
GEO. W'. ARMIJO, Clerk.
following copy is a true and correct
(SEAL)
Know All Men By These Presents: transcript of the original now on file.
In Testimony Whereof, the ChairThat we, John H. Sloan and A. B.
Renehan, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, man and Chief Clerk of said Corporaand R. H. Ross, of Kansas City, Mis- tion Commission have hereunto set
souri, have united and do hereby unite their hands and affixed the seal of said
for the purposes of forming a corpora- Commission, at the City of Santa Fe,
tion under the laws of New Mexico on this 13th day of June A. D. 1912.HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
and particularly pursuant to ch. 79
Chairman.
of the Laws of 1903, entitled "An Act Attest:
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
to Regulate the Formation and Government of Corporations
for Mining, (SEAL)
Know All Men By These Presents:
Industrial and other
Manufacturing,
Purposes," and the laws supplement- that we, John H. Sloan, R. H. Ross and
and A. B. Renehan, incorporators of the
ary and amendatory thereof,
therefore, do say, declare and certify Sierra Inn and Sanitarium Company,
do hereby certify and declare that
as follows,
1. The name of the corporation is there shall be no stockholders' liaand shall be Sierra Inn and Sanitar- bility on account of any stock issued
ty the said company.
ium Company.
In Witness Whereof, we have here2. Its principal office in the state
shall for the present b Room 16, unto set our hands this 11th day of
Capital City Bank Building, in the June, 1912.
JOHN H. SLOAN,
City and County of Santa Fe, and
A. B. RENEHAN,
State of New Mexico, but it may have
R. H. ROSS.
an office or offices beyond this State at
which the directors may hold their State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
meetings and the books of the comOn this 11th day of June, 1912, bepany kept, except the stock and transfer books, in accordance with the pro- fore me personally appeared John H.
Sloan, R. H. Ross and A. B. Renehan,
visions of sec. 50, ch. 79, L. 1905.
3.
The company is formed for the to me well known to be the same perfollowing objects: To conduct a hotel, sons described in and who executed
inn, resort and saiiitarium for the en- the foregoing certificate, and acknowtertainment and therapeutical treat ledged to me that they executed the
ment of guests, and particularly those same as their free act and deed.
In WMtness Whereof I have hereunto
in need of rest, recreation and medical care and attention, and to these set my hand and notarial seal the day
ends to maintain a hospital or hospitals and year in this certificate written.
STELLA V. CANNY,
open-ai- r
and other quarters for bene
Notary Public.
fitting invalids, and to maintain ap (SEAL)
propriate medical and surgical staffs My commissionN. expires April 19, 1913.
Endorsed:
7224. Cor. Rec'd Vol.
aavisers ana nurses; to carry on
stores and commissaries; to buy, sell 6 Page 171. Certificate of Stockholdof Sierra Inn and
and deal in goods, wares and mer ers'
chandise; to have, hold, acquire by Sanitarium Company.
Filed in office of State Corporation
gift, donation or purchase lands and
real estate and to sell and convey the Commission June 13, 1912; 1 p. in.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
same; to do any and all lawful things
Clerk.
adapted to its particular purpose the
establishment, maintenance and opera- Compared EDL to JJO.
tion of a health resort.
4.
Its total authorized capital stock
shall be $200,000 in amount,, divided
into 20,000 shares of the par value
INDEPENDENCE
of $10.00 a share, in two classes, first,
cumulative preferred eight per cent
dividend paying stock to the amount
of 12,500 shares and 7500 shares of
general or common stock. The dividend of eight per cent upon the preferred stock shall be paid annually,
REDUCED RATES
and after the payment of such divifrom all points in New Mexico
dend, the said preferred stock shall
TO SANTA FE AND RETURN
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept. . Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanrotra. Tenn., for Special
Jnftrnctifns. and
book, "Home Treatment
(or Woraeu," sent in plain wrapper on reauest.
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One and

DISCHARGES
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24
Each
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mile bears (MIDY):
the name-

Bcvart qfcotmitrfeiti
ALL DKUUUISTS

th

fare for

Between other Stations in New Mexico,
tickets will only be sold for the round trip
lure is $7.60 or less.
where the one-wa- y

HOURS
Cap- -

one-four-

the rdund trip.

;

Dates of Sale, July 3rd and 4th, to
Santa Fe on July 5th, also.
H. S. LUTZ,

Aft., Santa Fe,

N. M.

FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1912.

THE SANTA FE NEW
BALTIMORE CONVENTION SWAMPED ALL NIGHT WITH FERVID
ORATORY.

s

Tickets

t
tunure menr mi
laws, ne earnestly recommended and
urged that the criminal provisions of
the statute be empowered against the
(Confined From Pase Three.)
individuals shielding
themselves be
hind corporate names, declaring that
uuvimiucs, motives and causes which, .gum is always personal, nut he was
i.nH, as u omnipotence, substantial-- ! promptly advised that li is services
,v "
urt'lu-u- ,
(M'cailSe Ue 1HIU
'arj tiuum UUS eai ilUU cic iiu
good man, are identically the
same committed the unpardor.able sin of
necessities, motives and causes that discovering that the chief offender was
i.re in resistless motion in every state a presidential adviser stretching his
in the Union. Its
solidarity cannot be feet under the council table of an er-- t
disintegrated. False argument falls katic and bombastic, splenetic and
broken against it. A revolution of in- - pragmatic Kepublican president.
unto now names as your nominee
lewgeni anu patriotic millions is the
expression of these necessities, mo- for president her gifted and brilliant
tives and causes. Therefore New Jer- - son of quiet dignity, superb poise and
in leader- argues mat woodrow Wilson is spotless lite,
the only candidate who cannot only ship, in law, in statesmanship, in in-- !
make Democratic success a certainty, ttllectual and mora
the
greatness,
but secure the electoral vote of almost greatest governor in all her history.

m am in iuc

SAXTA FE, X. M.

tne cirect election of Senators. Five'
times has he voted for that measure,
and for years in Congress has been
jits distinguished advocate,
"During all of hU Ions public service
'he has been one of the mom v:tint
Rheumatism is dua to an excess of uric ,i
champions of tariff rcl"rm.
"I place before you this record iniade accumulation, which gets into the circulation because
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rooms furnished
of weak kidneys
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Olirer Visible Typewriter
isatntnore, june 2 , senator Keed of volunteered for life.
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popularity is confined m no
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Without any pretentious parade Could ship on approval and tria'.
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ceed to rob us of sound judgment.
e are here, not to nominate a la Presidential candidate c'aniorouslv Arkansas Seconds Clark's Nomination jot the virtue, he should be progrcssivo-!- Write to CMAS. W. RICK ART'
What would it profit the Democratic
conservative
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Mr Kobinson spoke in
President. paradimr the country with brass lunula
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four years hence? The Democratic
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by immunity from punishment for Mountains
laner day Kepublican campaigns and
iong since been
alone, but all combined, compel na- violation of
LINCOLN said: "I WILL
"I have said he carried these states; conventions, have no place here.
of
tramjKHl out by the
the
criminal
statutes.
footsteps
The
tional faith and confidence in him. Ev
then my chance may
turn to the Democratic party let me rather say, the loyal Democracy,
"The Democrats of Arkansas have friendly intercourse and commercial PREPARE,A
ery crisis evolves its master. Time people
come."
relations.
single
girl always secures
the Democracy that has never faltered, roTlimicionnil in w.
for
...
relief.
..i
and circumstance have evolved Wood-roa better husband, for all men
r "S
' fw,"d.'?." 0 is.a
prefer
"Republican candidates have resort- that has with unwavering allegiance Porting the nomination
o
Wilson. The north, the south, the
,
r. clever woman.
p
A good husband de'
them for Clark of Missouri. His
"""" whlP"
east and the west unite in him. Deep ed to every form of false pretense, followed the (iag, carried
serves
a
and
if
bad
help,
?.:! ha,,
him.
one, then
m"
hope of relief
Democrat .j,'..n ,..T .v
calls to deep. Height calls to height. every trick of demagogucry. In order
III r.r,,,, t..c...pr....i.i..
Be prepared.
"
....
Nomi a wife can help lierse'f.
..
iiiiiiu iiiniuici ante conditions.
hat are the great
mi.,.
"From peak to peak,
ui.i jiuujic utterances.
ii,.nii I.;..
the rattling to delude the people, one of these canThis delay is YOUR loss. REMEMnate him, and the platform instead of
clouds among,
didates has not hesitated to attack wnich we must fight the battles of
Oscar W. Underwood.
so much party declaration, will BER, YOUR loss, no one else's. ALL
1912?
it
not
Is
the
record
made
upon
live
the
of
thunder. Not from one the courts
Leaps
law, and to assail the
Baltimore, June 2S. Democracy's become the creed of a waiting people. YOUR LIFE YOU are losing. This is
by the Democratic House of Reprelone cloud,
fundamentals of our government.
real leader and best asset, invulner- Nominate him, because his
steriing a good month to enroll. Do not wait
sentatives?
a
That
record
is
of
story
"We recognize the truth that all
But every mountain now hath found a
able in his record of long public ser- - i epilation is not the creation of a
day to become old. Make good resolutions
redeemed,
laws and the constitution itself should achievement, of promises
tongue
Day after
and pledge kept; of patient, wise, vice, imperturbable in action and im- - or night, but. the sure and steady that will not be broken.
And Jura answers through her misty when necessary be amended to meet
pregnable in honor, and blameless in, growth of eighteen years of splendid day comes and goes and you are no
brave statesmanship.
his private life, was the way in which service in Congress
shrouds
changed conditions. But wo refuse to
in nearer.
culminating
"I would not detract a hair s weight
Back to the joyous Alps, who call to e.ssai! the structure of our government
Oscar V. Underwood, of Alabama, was conceded party leadership.
Do act now. Shall we mail YOU
from the honors due to all Democratic
her aloud."
oescrined in the convention by Win.
YOUR FIRST lesson NOW? When you
u. iu i.uu.pu.aie iiueneetuai vagaries
a
is
"He
man
in
who
action
moral
is
I
would not pluck a
Congressmen.
The lightning flash of his genius has and fantastic
of Alabama, who uonii- bound bv lllii Tun f'ntn
inn tiflmiinlc ' in have learned it, and we pass
experiments into oursillgie leaf from the brow of the pres- - B. Bankhead
your
,
..
v.rt u,..;
.
Ir. Pnilru-mucleared the atmosphere. We now know
I'm.
naled
u
uuei.ee.
Pnt gr(,al maj0rity i,Jlul(,,..
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ju.ia,..
I give toll
decorum; in exercise, we can MAIL you the secdignity
where we are. The thunder of his sinond.
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'dellcy.
t.v
success
Inturennvco
.............
.,.,,! ...,a...
guarantee
by MAIL.
u
11111 iio-We stand for government by law. all due merit of praise. Bur yet I say
mm
.v t, i,i.ito..n
viiiiuui)
cerity is shaking the very foundations 1' is for
Come to the college as often as
Atter declaring that the Republican in victory by modesty and inagnani-partthis very reason we insist here is the real leader. He is the man
of wrong and corruption.
"had become, in the hours of its jmity; in action by prudence and YOU can for 10 minutes, or an hour,
If Providence could spare a Wash- that the law against illegal combina- - wn,) m0Kt f all has borne the burdens
present degeneracy, the embodiment courage; in government by the Const! to be tested and advised. This is an
and
whose
be
must
tion
counsel
Unenforced.
responsibilities,
rigorously
ington to lay the foundations of the
has guided, who pointed the way; of complacent incompetency and brok- - tut ion and law. He can counsel with-e- improvement on Lessons by MAIL
United States of America; if Provi der Roosevelt the trust flourished as
and that, although it claimed jcut haughtiness and reprove without entirely.
a
green bay tree; under Taft the tree whose keen intellect, superb courage, to faith,"
dence could spare a Jefferson to make
If YOU come once a week, or two
be the "protector
of labor, the scorn. He fears no man's censure, but
and masterly generalship have forged
has
and
its
grown
branches
a
spread
ProviDemocracy
living reality; if
we can make you clever, or
of
weeks,
truits
labor
its
had
been
man's
the
force
inspires
every
gathered
which has been driven like
respect,
dence could spare a Lincoln to ob- until their shadow covers all the land.
a wedge through the body of the Re- as dividends by illegal combinations
his come and remain 8 hours each day.
"Kj no wing him blameless m
Roosevelt's
in
all their fundliterate chattel slavery and unite the
policies
There are plen'y of positions open,
in restraint of trade," Mr. Bankhead private life; invulnerable in his
publican party and split it asunder.
states in impregnable unity and broth amentals have been perpetuated
"ty
that
of long public service, impertur-ha- as follows:
Democratic
the
lord
of
"The
the
party
is
army
Democracy
erhood, New Jersey appeals to this Taft. If either is elected, these polAs one of our agents,
been acting safely and conser-- j bable in action and impregnable in
demonstrators,
forming in battle array. The sun of
convention to give the nation Wood-ro- icies will continue.
travelers,
examiners, teachers and
vatively.
Alabama
Presifor
honor,
the
horizon
the
of
presents
hope
the
glorifies
future
Wilson, that he may open the
"The situation is epic. In such a and sheds
Then, going on to describe the qua'i-- i dential nomination the name of Demo- - lecturers.
upon our ban- gates of opportunity to every man, struggle as lies before us. give me for ners. Aboveitsussplendor
To open a night or day school in
ties needed in a leader who could lead cracy's real leader and best asset- myriad-huebends
the
woman and child under our flag, by re- a leader no
any town in the U. S. where you shall
'summer soldier or sun- bow of promise. We have been led lo!tne Democratic party to success ho Oscar W. Underwood."
be licensed to teach with the solo
forming abuses, and thereby teaching shine patriot.' Give me no
political the very gates of success bv a veteran iEi"(1 t W0llId he '"gical to put Mr.
them, in his matchless words, "to rein such town.
rights
in
who
command
llltlprwood
of
forces
the
into
conies
diletanti,
camp when grown gray in the service.
Let him
lease their energies intelligently, that honors
As a teacher of shorthand in the
are most ripe to pluck. I want continue to lead, and the celestial lmwl,n that battle where his brilliant
peace, justice and prosperity may no
Public Schools: the pay is from $100
chanticleer w ho is only will become an arch of triumph, be- achievements already had created
to $120 per month.
reign."
Very soon, the
redeemand
Democracy's
neath
to
a
opportunity
which
Palace.
Demojust
will
beginning
inarch
Democracy
acquire
New Jersey rejoices through
Tth and Sth grades will be
her cratic crow.
ed Democratic pladges. The chief isH. R. McGibbon, Santa Fe.
taught
Let me rather have for in glorious victory.
chosen
to
name
freely
representatives,
shorthand, and over 250 teachers wilt
J. C. Ryan, San Francisco.
"And so I nominate this man, who sue before the. country, he said, was
for the Presidency of the United States general him who has suffered the
be required the state over. PREPARE
G. L. Pauman, San Francisco.
battles for the tariff: and Mr. Underwood "has
the Princeton schoolmaster, Woodrow hardships of the cam), the toils of the has fought a thousand
FOR THIS SERVICE.
with the foresight of a patriotfought,
C. A. Bishop, City.'
and
not
one
Democracy
the
of
the
march,
dangers
against her; ic
field; who
Wilson.
COURT STENOGRAPHERS
and
will
to
continue
statesman,
Dr.
get
who
L.
fight
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F.
never
lowered
askhis
or
has stood at the bloody angle; who
Murray, City.
flag
over $10 a day.
Daugherty Nominates Harmon.
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a
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of
for
an
j
ed
living,
for
Miss
equal
Baltimore.
who has never desertWilliams,
quarter;
has
in
his
the
mettle
proven
Mr.
baptism
27.
June
Baltimore,
Md.,
Secretaries to public institutions,
ed or taken a furlough; who does not opportunity for all men through the,
John Churchill, Baltimore.
Daugherty spoke in part as follows: of fire.
firms, and offices earn good money,
enactment of a new and righteous! George Winsbip Taylor, Miami.
know
how
a
to
or
friend
quit
me
betray tariff."
Let
tell you of such a leader.
"In the last ten decades in national
I
a party; whose back the
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Trimmes, Miami. the hours are not long, and the work
enemy has
Democratic conventions, Ohio was on He was not born to luxury. He sprung
is not arduous.
C. H. Pease, Los Angeles.
never
The
of
sum
total
but
whose
achieve,
seen,
Republican
breast is
ly a Republican state with no impres- from that stock which produced the
Public stenographers get a good
deW.
ments
since
covered
the last election,
H. Dearstyne, Denver.
with the scars of many a
sive voice in Democratic councils. To men who subdued the West, the peoliving.
E. R. Russell, Las Vegas.
Mr. Bankhead, "has been the
hard
clared
who
leads
and
campaign,
today
whose
hearts are instinct with
you today, Ohio pleads the right, and ple
The Civil Service are always ad
who should continue to lead the Lion further impoverishment of the poor,
Coronado.
prays the privilege, of salutation from patriotic love of country and liberty. of
vertising for stenographers at a good
a
C.
deliboard
F.
tariff
whose
plus
MisLucas,
placid
of
Clark
Espanola.
Democracy, Champ
"We hear much today of Progresa Democratic commonwealth redeemed
wage.
berations give no reasonable promise
Frank Souders, C'lovis.
and regenerated by Ohio's great Dem-- j sives. The term has perhaps never souri.'
We have over 200 Vacancies NOW.
P. F. Sena, Chicago.
of relief from the present unbearable
Colorado
been
Seconds
if
defined.
Clark's
Nomination.
But
mean
ocranc governor; wno never lost a
clearly
An
you
English
With
Institution,
burdens."
He attacked the RepubliWm. Reed, Cincinnati, O.
Mr. Tew spoke in part as follows:
Branches the World Over, teaching
political battle; who transformed thelcy a progressive one who studies con
a "humiliating speccan
A.
as
O.
campaign
Romero,
Springfield,
"This is the crisis of the greatest
state from the Dead Sea of Republican- ditions, and recognizing an evil, brave
Arithmetic,
Bankine.
Advertising.
tacle of a tirade of recriminations, in
Montezuma.
ism to the paradise of Democracy, con ly seeks for and applies a remedy, political conflict that this nation has
ConBookkeeping,
B.
the
which
ideals
J.
of
states
highest
Hayward, City.
firmed by decisive numbers in two then I assert that this man has a rec- ever seen. This is a climax of the
tracts, Civil Service Examinations,
to the
had been thrown
A. J. Collins, Albuquerque.
manship
ord
successive elections, and firmly anunsurpassed.
Commercial Law, English, Elocution,
great struggle that is ever old and
A. E. Moses, Romero, X. M.
"He does not cling to a thing simply ever new Government by the many winds."
chored there by more than 100,000
Insurance, Normal. Public Speaking,
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benefit
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he
A.
S.
Velarde.
said,
this,
Phillips,
Democratic majority; who crushed because it is hoary with age. Neither or government by the few. The con
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11,1,1.11.
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that
in
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dawning
and strangled the Republican state will he embrace one because it is new. flict between the favored classes and
'
that day when the people are to reA.
Goodwin and son, Albuquer- - Salesmanship, System, Snelline Short.
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conservative
to
believe
most
the
hand
enough
for Reporting, Court, Congress
machine,
the toiling thousands.
powerful and the
store to full power and responsibility que.
be destroyed
most corrupt of modern days, who has that nothing should
and Verbatim, Typewriting (blindfold"Between
one the Democratic party, which has made
W. H. Springer, Albuquerque.
upon
aristocracy
because
it
has lasted a long side and
ed Telegraphy. Voice Culture, and all
purified the public service in Ohio, and merely
Jacob Korber, Albuquerque.
Democracy upon the other, it evident that it intends to serve
under whose leadership Democracy in time. He is progressive enough not
subjects pertaining to a successful
not
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real
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mereX.
J.
people
Democracy
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Gladding, Albuquerque.
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Lanliam, Albuquerque.
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All Individual teaching.
evangel of the aroused and domi not covered with the mildew of
tion. The great and growing problem deem its solemn pledges.
Mrs. B. Archibald, Albuquerque.
and evening. A special desk for
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nant moral sentiment of its people
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J. Klein, Albuquerque.
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others
ends in the tragedy of death, appeals
WALTER NORTON, F. R. G. S.,
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What is that which is very rare, and
yet very common?

m

The Home of Quality Groceries j

WEATHER
Denver, Colo.,
Mexico tonight
fair; not much

Going Picnicking?

A Picnic Would Be

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

"""""

Meat!

Ask You here to
WE buy
our meat

Because we know it's
good.

this as

If you knew

35 n

Va

2S.

New-

and Saturday
change in tern- -

"THERE'S nothing
better than the best
This you'll admit a fact,

WOULD

PlazaMarketCo.

BUTTER!

F. ANDREWS

but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
V

nrr ctav him
will

ery

any other piece of machinbiti it needs both occasion-

ally.
(
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travci3 over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hr-ca year. It w:M increase the
li e and accuracy of vour watch
i,eave your watch with "us

whatever we could get for them, and make claim far the difference
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
until
in
to
move
are
order
below
We
are
cost
sold.
the
prices
putting
they
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
in satin brass. There are three
size, in white and vernis martin

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

run without
Au ATcII
or cleaning longer than

at

3-- 4

finish.

Santa Fe Hardware

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Supply Co.

c

""- -

8

Well-know- n

401-4C-

c

2

2

Cer-riilo-

for Cerrillos.
Prompt Service Assured No effort
will be spared to give prompt livery
service at Corricks' livery stable,
old stand near the Capitol.
Phone 9 W.
Estancia Daily Suspends Publication
Because he was compelled to foot a
loss of a dollar a day out of his pocket, even after doing all the work himself, from news gathering to
.1. A. Constant,
publisher of the
Estancia Daily News has decided to
suspend publication of the daily. The
weekly edition will take its place.
Greatest Indian Story yet The Price
He Paid. See it at the Elks' tmight.
If you relish a good roast of meat,
get it out of Hacking House meats.
We handle only the best at The Plaza
Market Co.
j
Compelling Poll Tax Payments
'The Audit Company, as attorneys for
the board of education of Albuquerque
filed
twenty-fivsuits
yesterday
against people in the city for the poll
Clos-sou-

type-settin-

e

win' mr

8

'

Phone 4.

enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all

fT

ixxss;'5ijs ii)pu

" "T

We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The

A

l--

NOW AT

Phone 4.

4

8

advertisement.
Notice Sparks has lult selling electric irons. He will let you try one

.

free and the iron wr!U sell itself.
tax w hich they owed. The company is DROUTH IN NORTHWEST
The Advertisement of Seligman
CAUSES WHEAT TO RISE.
going after the delinquents hard, and
Brothers Company is especially interis getting in the money. In some
esting this week to the ladies as they
Steadiness Prevailed in Provision Pit
have made a number of special drives eases, where the tax is owed for more
But Low Temperature Made
for the De Vargas week crowds.
than a year, they are collecting back
Corn Market Easy .
Everything that the market affords tax as well as that for the current
in vegetables at The Plaza Market Co. year.
(By Special Leased V."lre to New Mexican)
Out of the Deep a great drama by
Chicago, III., June 2S. Nervous reTry Our Home Made Ice Cream,
Edison. It's at the Elks' tonight.
made from the purest and richest in- garding the effect of continued dry
Street Sprinkling Needed Despite gredients. Zook's.
weather, the northwest gave a lift tothe recent rains there is more or less
Meloche Dam Near Raton is Nearly day to the price of wheat. Opening
on
dust
the streets and the city auth- Completed The big Meloche dam,
lower
figures started from 1
orities have .been requested to place which is to provide water for at least to
up. September started at
the two sprinklers In operation again. 3,000 acres of rich valley land in Col- 105
to 106
the same change
History Now on Sale B. M Read's fax county, and which has cost its from last night and market taken
Illustrated History of New Mexico, just builders over $100,000 to construct,
and then rose to 106
from press, is now for sale and may will be finished in fifteen days after altogether
Reaction to 105
followed.
be ordered directly from the author, the cessation of the present rains. The The
market closed easy with Septemor through the New Mexican Printing daily showers which have prevailed ber
net lower at 105
a
Company. Price $10.
during the past week, have prevented
of
lower
Prospects
temperature
New Cook Arrives
John Cunning- the operation of the big steam shovels made the corn
market easier. Septemham of Trinidad,
Colorado, arrived on account of softening teh ground.
ber opened unchanged to
up at
last night and has taken a position
73
to 73
and sagged to 73
as chief cook at the Coronado restaur9
Oats appeared to be chiefly
ant. He is an expert chef and will
HOT WEATHER IS QUICK
uy me action ot otner cereais.
TO
AFFECT
THE
BOWELS.
menu.
improve the
September started a shade to
Fair Weather Tomorrow Yesterto 40
higher at 40
and later
.
Fact That Extreme
day the maximum temperature reachfell to
Heat Conduces to Chronic
ed 77 degrees; the minimum was 54
The close was steady at 73
S for
The relative humidity last
Constipation.
degrees.
September, a net loss of a shade.
was
34 per cent. There was a
evening
Steadiness
prevailed in the provi,
and
The
cold
food
to
eat
trace of rain and in the foothills thun-de- i
disposition
First transactions ranged"
storms were raging.
indulge in iced drinks Is one reason sion pit.
off to a like amount up
from 2
Candy that has earned a reputation why constipation and diarrhoea is so 'with
for
September
in
delivery 10.02
no
and
is
there
summer,
we
these
prevalent
offer
Johngton's
delightfor lard, and 10.65 to
ful chocolates in a strictly fresh con- time when people should more care- - pork; 11.071-for ribs.
fully avoid bowel disturbances, as 10.67
dition. Zook's Pharmacy.
much serious disease is directly traceDudrow Cottage Almost Completed
County Commissioner George Kinsell able to these conditions. We need all DAWSON TO HAVE BIG NEW
is erecting for Mrs. C. W. Dudrow a of our strength to withstand the
CONCRETE STORE BUILDING.
bungalow on Agua Fria street. The enervating effect of heat.
To regulate the bowels and quickly
bungalow while built of adobe and
Dawson, Colfax county, is to have a
along old mission lines, has every mod- relieve even the most aggravated case $75,000 concrete and steel store buildern comfort and convenience.
;of constipation, the combination of sim- ing. Plans are being drawn in the
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent ple laxative herbs with pepsin, known engineering office of the Southwestern
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- as Dr.' Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, is system in El Paso for the construction
ing all modern conveniences, includ- highly recommended by all who have of a big general store building for
ing electric light, steam heat and ever used it. Unlike cathartics and the Stag Canyon Fuel Company on the
baths, in the First National
Bank violent purgatives, Dr. Caldwell's Sy- main street of Dawson and just east
b inding.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
rup Pepsin acts gently on the stom- of the present Stag Canyon store
Strictly fresh eggs at The Plaza ach, liver and bowels, without griping building. Bids have been asked from
or other discomfort, bringing relief contractors for the construction of
Market Co.
New Auto Arrives
Jacob Korber in an easy, natural manner. It can be the building.
of Albuquerque, a well known
mer- used with perfect safety by the most
chant and auto dealer arrived last delicate woman or child, and yet is
effective for the strongest conX
night overland, making the trip here equally
PALACE HOTEL ON
stitution.
Mild, pleasant to take, and
in about four hours despite the bad
SEMI EUROPEAN PLAN.
ideal family lax- S
it
is
the
inexpensive,
condition of the roads. He brouglit
The Palace Hotel under new
ative. By cleansing the bowel tract
s
up a new car for Dr. Palmer of
is now on the
management
and
the
foreign
eliminating
and left with it this morning thoroughly
plan in re- that irritate and
matter and
8

Meeting Tonight The
Consistory
Scottish Rite Consistory of the Valley
of Santa Fe, will meet this evening
in Masonic hall at eight o'clock.
Corricks' Livery For prompt and
polite service call up Corricks' livery
barn any hour, day or night.
Adolf Seligman has named some
prices in his advertisement today that
will give you an opportunity to save
money. Do not fail to look up the

BE THE PROPER ACT!

FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 1912.

S

Wood-Davi-

Phone 92.

BUTTER!

June

six-roo-

prove by test,

THERE IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

FORECAST.

year.
Wanted to rent Five or
modern house. Address this office.
s
ComSteel Flag Pole
pany have just erected a steel flag
pole at the public library for the
Woman's Board of Trade.

That we have it here to

AND EVERYTHING

IIP.

Some very fine spring chickens that
are fat at The Plaza Mkt. Co.
Fishing tackle that's fit for fishing,
at Goebel's.
Yeomen MeeWng Tonight, at Fireman's hall at S p. m. All members are
requested to attend.
It's a Pathe Weekly at the Elks' tonight. Don't miss it.
Fresh Buttermilk ice cold. Served
at our fountain. Zook's Pharmacy.
City Council This evening a session of the city council will be held
to fix the tax levy for the coming fiscal

as well as we,
We know you surely
would !

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

BOUND

perature.

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC

DAILY

1L

's

poisons
inflame, it will quickly check summer
diarrhoea and restore normal condi-

tions.

demand.
sponse to popular
Rooms horn 75 cents per day
Choice rooms and
upward.
suites for regular occupants,
at special rates.

X

j

Druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin for fifty cents a bottle a larg-- ; X
First-clasrestaurant. Spe- er, fami'y size costs one dollar. - Get
a bottle and keep it in the house;
it ;S cial Sunday dinner for busi- X
families.
and
nessmen
their
S
docwill save many times its cost in
Meals 50 cents.
tor bills. A free trial bottle, postpaid,
The bar room has been en- can be obtained by writing to Dr. W. X
X
B. Caldwell, 40G 'Washington St.,
tirely removed.
Illinois.
s

Mon-ticell-

iirnnriiRP
VLnDulD

i

All

colors. $1.00 per doz.pants

Now is

the time to set them out

THE CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.
Down

Town Stand

iki

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
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We're
After

Sir!

"1

fclJ
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Quality

We

of

Want

Course

Feet!

First
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The

I

Great
Triumphs

MEN'S SHOES.
Well Put Your Feet Inside the Best Pair They Ever Lived In!
We're after the trade of the particular man, who wants the best that

can be produced in Shoedom. Ves, and we're going to get it, too!
Shoes in half
Why, with our Handsome Stylesjof High-QraVV
1
skin, Patent Kid, Calf and Enamel Leather, Lace or Blucher
Cuts in all the latest lasts and patterns.
HANNA SHOES, $6.00, $6.50 to $7.00 HAMILTON BROWN SHOES, $1.75,
FL0RSI1EIM SHOES,
. 5.00, 5.50 to 6.00
$2.00, $2.50 to $2.75.

UAVU
iU

A Full Line

de

of Men's and Women's Oxfords

Home of Hart, Schaff ner & Marx Clothes.

X

NOW, MADAM

!

want to drop a shoe remark--It'- s
this: Shoe
or
lie
comfort
doesn't
in
the cost of
beauty
altogether
the shoe. The best shoe in the world, improperly fitted, isn't going to be comfortable.
When you come here
We've Expert
you get the best shoe
values your money can buy, whether you want them
to stand in or walk in, to dance in or talk in, we have
them. Handsomer shoes never left a factory. AH good
leathers and every width and size.
QUEEN QUALITY, from $3.50 to $5.00 j HAMILTON BROWN LADIES' SHOES.
AMERICAN LADY, 44
3.00 to 4.00
$1.75, $2.00, $2.25 to $3.00
We just

Fitters

(

NATHAN SALMON

